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Abstract
Due to the rapid growth of energy-hungry wireless multimedia services, telecom energy
consumption is increasing at an extraordinary rate. Besides negative environmental impacts
and higher energy bills for operators, it also affects user experience as improvements in
battery technologies have not kept up with increasing mobile energy demands. Therefore,
how to increase the energy efficiency (EE) of wireless communications has gained a lot of
attention recently.
Cooperative communication, where relays cooperatively retransmit the received data from
the source to the destination, is seen as a promising technique to increases EE. Nevertheless,
it requires more overhead than direct communication that needs to be taken into account
for practical wireless cooperative networks. In order to achieve potential energy savings
promised by cooperative communications in practical systems, overhead-aware cooperative
relaying schemes with low overhead are imperative.
For the case that not all relays can hear each other, i.e., hidden relays exist, an energy-
efficient and a low-overhead cooperative relaying scheme is proposed. This scheme selects
a subset of relays before data transmission, through the proactive participation of available
relays using their local timers. Theoretical analysis of average EE under maximum transmis-
sion power constraint, using practical data packet length, and taking account of the overhead
for obtaining channel state information (CSI), relay selection, and cooperative beamforming,
is performed and a closed-form approximate expression for the optimal position of relays is
derived. Furthermore, the overhead of the proposed scheme and the impact of data packet
lengths on EE, are analysed. The analytical and simulation results reveal that the proposed
scheme is significantly more energy-efficient than direct transmission, best relay selection,
all relay selection, and a state-of-the-art existing cooperative relaying scheme. Moreover, the
proposed scheme reduces the overhead and achieves higher energy savings for larger data
packets.
The conventional cooperative beamforming schemes rely on the feedback of CSIs of
the best relays from the destination, which cause extra energy consumption and are prone
to quantization errors in practical systems. In the case of clustered relays with location
xawareness and timer-based relay selection, where relays can overhear the transmission and
know the location of each other, an energy-efficient overhead-aware cooperative relaying
scheme is proposed, making CSI feedback from the destination dispensable. In order
to avoid possible collisions between relay transmissions during best relays selection, a
distributed mechanism for the selected relays to appropriately insert guard intervals before
their transmissions is proposed. Average EE of the proposed scheme considering the related
overhead is analysed. Moreover, the impact of the number of available relays, the number
of selected relays and the location of relay cluster on EE is studied. The simulation results
indicate that the proposed cooperative relaying scheme achieves higher EE than direct
communication, best relay selection, and all relay selection for relay clusters located close
to the source. Independent of the relay cluster location, the proposed scheme exhibits
significantly higher EE than an existing cooperative relaying scheme.
Device-to-device (D2D) communication in cellular networks that enable direct transmis-
sions between user equipments (UEs) is seen as a promising way to improve both EE and
spectral efficiency (SE). If the source UE (SUE) and the destination UE (DUE) are far away
from each other or if the channel between them is too weak for direct transmission, then
two-hop D2D communications, where relay UEs (RUEs) forward the SUE’s data packets
to the DUE, can be used. An energy- and spectral-efficient optimal adaptive forwarding
strategy (OAFS) for two-hop D2D communications is proposed. In a distributed manner, the
OAFS adaptively chooses between the best relay forwarding (BRF) and the cooperative relay
beamforming (CRB) with the optimal number of selected RUEs, depending on which of
them provides the higher instantaneous EE. In order to reduce the computational complexity
of relay selection, a low-complexity sub-optimal adaptive forwarding strategy (SAFS) is
proposed that selects between the BRF and the CRB with two RUEs by comparing their
instantaneous EE. Theoretical analysis of the average EE and SE for the proposed adaptive
forwarding strategies is performed considering maximum transmission power constraints,
circuit power consumption and the overhead for the acquisition of CSI, forwarding mode
selection and cooperative beamforming. The theoretical and simulation results show that the
proposed OAFS and SAFS exhibit significantly higher EE and SE than the BRF, CRB, direct
D2D communications and conventional cellular communications. For short to moderate
SUE-to-DUE distances, SAFS is almost as energy- and spectral-efficient as OAFS.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Energy efficiency (EE) has become a crucial performance metric in wireless communications
due to increasing energy consumption resulting from increasingly widely deployed wireless
communication systems and devices [1]-[3].
Cooperative communication is seen as a promising technique to improve EE of wireless
networks [4][5]. At least two nodes cooperate to form a virtual antenna array [6]. Each
node in the wireless cooperative network, beside being a source node, that has its own
data to transmit, it acts also as a relay for other nodes and forwards their data. Decode
and forward (DF) and amplify and forward (AF) are the most common relaying protocols
[7]. The DF relays first decode the received signal, then re-encode and retransmit it. In
the case of AF relays the received signal from the source is amplified and then forwarded
to the destination. Cooperative communications increase robustness to wireless channel
impairments, as multiple copies of the source information are received at the destination.
This phenomenon is known as spatial diversity and it can be exploited to reduce transmission
power and hence improve EE. Moreover, cooperations split single-hop communications into
two-hop communications that exploit nonlinear dependence of path loss on the distance to
reduce transmission power.
Device-to-Device (D2D) communication, where user equipments (UEs) transmit directly
to each other using cellular resources and without going through the base station (BS), is
considered as one of the key techniques in Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) [8].
D2D communications show great potential to improve EE and spectral efficiency (SE) [9]. In
real world scenarios, the channels conditions between UEs may be not so favourable for the
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direct transmission. In this case, other UEs could act as relays and aid the communications
between D2D UEs in a two-hop fashion [10][11].
Relay selection is one of the main challenges in designing energy-efficient cooperative
communications. Various approaches have been used in the literature that can be divided
into two main groups: best relay selection [12]-[14] and multiple relay selection [15]-[17].
In the first group only the best relay, according to a certain performance metric, is selected to
retransmit the source information to the destination. Multiple relay selection methods recruit
all available relays to assist communication between source and destination. Cooperative
beamforming [17] and distributed space time coding (STC) [18] are the main coordination
techniques for multiple relays transmissions. In the case that full channel state information
(CSI) is available at the relays, cooperative beamforming is the optimal precoder and achieves
fully diversity [19].
One important aspect of cooperative communications that is widely ignored in the
literature is the related overhead required to implement cooperative relaying in practical
systems. It encompasses the overhead to obtain CSI, to select best relays and to coordinate
the transmissions from selected relays. Obviously, the overhead need for cooperative relaying
is higher than that for direct communications between source and destination and it leads also
to additional energy consumption. Incorporating overhead in energy consumption analysis of
cooperative communications leads to a trade-off between involving more relays to reduce
energy consumption through cooperative gains and reduction of overhead via recruiting less
relays [20]. This underpins the importance of including overhead in energy consumption
analysis of cooperative communications.
Few works exist that study EE of cooperative communications and take into account the
related overhead [17][20][21]. Works done so far either ignored the maximum transmission
power constraint or assume very long data packets. The length of data packets is restricted by
the channel coherence time. The assumption of very long data packets simplifies the analysis
of EE but may disguise the actual effect of overhead on EE of cooperative communications.
Furthermore, the impact of cooperative relay locations on EE has not been investigated yet.
In order to reveal the true potential of cooperative communications to improve EE and SE
of practical wireless cooperative networks, besides considering practical systems and realistic
conditions it is essential to devise overhead-aware cooperative communication schemes that
reduce the required overhead and enable efficient implementation of cooperation.
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1.2 Main Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are:
• For the case that relays cannot overhear each other’s transmissions, a new energy-
efficient and low signalling overhead cooperative relaying scheme is proposed that
proactively selects a subset of available relays before data transmission, using timers
set at relays. Its performance in terms of EE and required signalling overhead is
compared to a state-of-the-art cooperative relaying scheme, best relay selection, all
relay selection, and direct transmission.
• Theoretical analysis of average EE considering practical constraints such as maximum
transmission power and practical data packet length is performed. Furthermore, sig-
nalling overhead analysis factoring in the costs for channel estimation, relay selection
and cooperative beamforming, is carried out.
• The impacts of the number of correctly decoding relays, relay location, and data packet
length on the optimal number of relays that maximizes EE is studied. The number and
location of cooperating relays are identified that maximize EE for given number of
correctly decoding relays, source-to-destination distance, and data packet length.
• The expression of average EE for the proposed cooperative relaying scheme and a
closed-form approximate expression of the optimal location of cooperating relays as a
function of the numbers of correctly decoding relays and selected relays are derived.
The accuracy of the expressions is evaluated through simulations.
• For location-aware clustered cooperative beamforming, where relays know the loca-
tions and can overhear transmissions of each other, an energy-efficient cooperative
communication scheme is proposed that combines overhearing capabilities of relays,
location awareness and low-overhead timer based relay selection to enable each se-
lected relay to calculate the second-hop channel power gains of other selected relays,
which are required for them to perform optimal cooperative beamforming. In this way,
CSI feedback from the destination is not needed.
• In order to avoid possible collisions between relay transmissions, a distributed mech-
anism for the selected relays to insert appropriate guarding intervals before their
transmissions is proposed.
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• For a two-hop D2D communications overlaying cellular networks, a novel energy-
and spectral-efficient optimal adaptive forwarding strategy (OAFS) is proposed that
in a distributed manner and dynamically switches between the best relay forwarding
(BRF) and the cooperative relay beamforming (CRB) with an optimal number of RUEs,
depending on which of them exhibits the higher instantaneous EE. The proposed
adaptive forwarding strategy consists of two main steps. In the first step, all correctly
decoding RUEs form a main cluster, and the RUE with the strongest second-hop
channel in the main-cluster is selected using timers set at RUEs. In the second step,
the remaining RUEs with their first-hop channels no weaker than that of any selected
RUE, if any, form a sub-cluster; the RUE with the strongest second-hop channel in the
sub-cluster is selected to perform cooperative beamforming with the selected RUE(s)
if it improves the instantaneous energy efficiency; otherwise, BRF is performed. The
second step repeats until the best RUE selected from the sub-cluster cannot improve the
instantaneous EE any more or all RUEs from sub-cluster are selected for cooperative
beamforming.
• In order to reduce the computational complexity, a distributed low-complexity sub-
optimal adaptive forwarding strategy (SAFS) is proposed, where at most two RUEs,
i.e., the best RUE in the main-cluster and the best RUE in the sub-cluster, are selected
using timers set at RUEs to perform CRB if CRB shows a higher instantaneous EE
than BRF; otherwise, BRF is performed.
• Theoretical analysis of average EE and SE for two-hop D2D communications utilizing
the proposed optimal and sub-optimal adaptive forwarding strategies is performed.
The performance of the proposed forwarding strategies is compared to BRF, CRB with
the optimal number of RUEs, direct D2D communications, and conventional cellular
communications.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, the relevant literature on cooperative communications is reviewed. Further-
more, some of the concepts used later in the thesis, are explained in more details.
For the general case that relays may not be able to overhear each other’s transmissions,
in Chapter 3 an energy-efficient and overhead-aware cooperative relaying scheme with low
overhead is proposed. Moreover, theoretical analysis for average EE and overhead of the
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proposed scheme is carried out. Closed-form expression for optimal relay location is derived.
Average EE of the proposed scheme is compared to existing relaying schemes and direct
transmission.
In Chapter 4, EE of clustered cooperative communications with location-awareness
is studied, where relays are organized in clusters and can overhear the transmissions and
know the location of each other. A cooperative beamforming scheme is proposed that
exploits overhearing capabilities and location-awareness of relays as well as timer-based relay
selection to avoid CSI feedback from the destination. Furthermore, a distributed mechanism
for the selected relays to appropriately insert guard intervals before their transmissions is
proposed to avoid possible collisions between relay transmissions. The optimal number
and location of cooperating relays that maximize EE of the proposed scheme are identified.
State-of-the art existing schemes and direct transmission are used as a benchmark for the
proposed cooperative communication scheme.
In Chapter 5, EE and SE of overhead-aware two-hop D2D communications under max-
imum transmit power constraint and considering constant circuit power consumption is
investigated. A new energy and spectral efficient optimal adaptive forwarding strategy is
proposed that dynamically and in distributed way chooses between best relay UE forwarding
and cooperative RUEs beamforming with an optimal number of RUEs, depending on which
of them shows higher instantaneous EE. Moreover, a sub-optimal forwarding strategy with
low complexity is proposed that adaptively and depending on instantaneous EE switches
between best relay UE forwarding and cooperative RUEs beamforming with two RUEs.
Average EE and SE of the proposed forwarding strategies is analysed theoretically and their
performances are compared to best relay UE forwarding, cooperative RUEs beamforming
with an optimal number of RUEs, direct D2D communications, and cellular communications.
Finally, the conclusions and some possible future research directions are provided in
Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
The concept of cooperative communication has been introduced for the first time in the
pioneering work [22], where upper and lower capacity bounds of general relay channel
have been derived. It considered a three node system composed of a source, a relay and
a destination as depicted in Fig. 2.1. The communication via relay channel consists of
S 
R 
D 
Broadcast Multiple access 
Fig. 2.1 Relay channel
two modes: broadcast and multiple access. In the broadcast mode, source transmits while
relay and destination receive. In the multiple access mode, relay and source transmit, while
destination receives. The capacity for a Gaussian relay channel is evaluated in [23].
Inspired by the potential of spatial diversity to improve system performance in a fading
channel, two mobile user’s cooperation in Code Division Multiple Acces (CDMA) system as
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depicted in Fig. 2.2 is proposed in [6]. Orthogonal spreading codes are assigned to cooperat-
ing users. It has been shown that beside expanding rate region for two users, user cooperation
reduces outage probability and increases cell coverage in a cellular system. Nevertheless,
user cooperation increases complexity at mobile users receiver as they have to be able to
decode uplink signals. Practical issues for mobile users cooperation are investigated in [24].
User 1 
User 2 
BS 
Fig. 2.2 Two user cooperation
It is demonstrated that even under different practical limitations cooperation outperforms
no-cooperation case.
2.1 Main Relaying Protocols for Cooperative Communica-
tions
The main relaying protocols are: decode-and-forward (DF), amplify-and-forward (AF), and
compress-and-forward (CF) Relaying.
2.1.1 Decode-and-Forward (DF) Relaying
Also known as regenerative relaying, for this protocol relay decodes and re-encodes the
received signal from the source prior to forwarding it to the destination. The DF relaying is
realized via two transmission phases.
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In the first phase, source transmits a signal to relay. The received signal at relay is given
by
yr =
√
P1 frs1+nr, (2.1)
where yr, s1, fr, and nr ∼N
(
0,σ21
)
are received signal at relay, source transmitted signal
with power P1 and E{|s1|2}= 1, channel gain between source and relay, and additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) at relay, respectively.
Relay first decodes then re-encodes the received signal and then in the second phase
forwards it to the destination. The received signal from DF relay at destination is given by
yd =
√
P2 fd s˜1+nd, (2.2)
where yd , s˜1, fd , and nd ∼N
(
0,σ22
)
denote received signal at destination, relay transmitted
signal with power P2, and E{|s˜1|2} = 1, channel gain between relay and destination, and
AWGN at destination, respectively.
The capacity of DF relaying link is determined by the weakest channel among the
transmission phases and is given by [7]
CDF =
1
2
min
[
log
(
1+ | fr|2 P1σ21
)
, log
(
1+ | fd|2 P2σ22
)]
. (2.3)
The factor of 1/2 is due to the half-duplex (HD) relaying.
In [7], diverse low complexity cooperation protocols have been developed using fixed,
selection and incremental relaying. Fixed relaying can be easy implemented but has low
bandwidth efficiency. It achieves a diversity order one. In selection relaying, only if the
received SNR exceeds a certain threshold, relays decode and forward received message.
Diversity order two is obtained. Finally, for incremental relaying, one feedback channel
from the destination to the relay is assumed to indicated success or failure of the direct
transmission. The relay retransmits only when destination could not decode the source
message. This protocol exhibits the best spectral efficiency (SE) and achieves diversity order
two.
2.1.2 Amplify-and-Forward (AF) Relaying
For this non-regenerative relaying, relay first amplifies the received signal from the source
and then forwards it to the destination.
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Analogous to DF relaying protocol, the transmission is performed in two phases. The
received signal yr at AF relay during the first phase is obtained by (2.1). In the second phase,
relay forwards the amplified version of yr, i.e., Gyr =
√
P2
| fr|2P1+σ21
yr with transmission power
P2, where G is gain factor. The signal received at destination is obtained as follows
yd = fdGyr+nd = fd
√
P2
| fr|2P1+σ21
(√
P1 frs1+nr
)
+nd, (2.4)
The capacity of AF relaying link is given by [7]
CAF =
1
2
log
(
1+
| fd|2| fr|2P2P1
P2| fd|2σ21 +P1| fr|2σ22 +σ21σ22
)
. (2.5)
2.1.3 Compress-and-Forward (CF) Relaying
In CF relaying, relays refrain from decoding the source signal, instead the received signal
is compressed, re-encoded and then forwarded to the destination [23]. CF relays can use
conventional source coding or Wyner–Ziv (WZ) coding [25] for compressing the received
signal. WZ coding enables a CF relay to compress the source signal using the correlation
between its received signal and the signal at the destination. Joint decoding and side
information are utilized at the destination to recover the transmitted signal. CF relaying is
preferable for relays located in the vicinity of the destination due to high correlation of the
received signals at relay and destination. Various coding schemes for CF relays such as turbo
codes [26], lattice codes [27] and polar codes [28] have been proposed in the literature.
2.2 Relay Selection Schemes in Cooperative Communica-
tions
In order to harvest performance gains of cooperative communication, relay selection plays a
crucial role. Relay selection algorithms can be implemented in two main ways: centralized
and distributed. In centralized relay selection, one node is chosen to act as a central controller
that collects all necessary information and selects then one or multiple relays to assist
communication between source and destination. Although, in this case global optimum
can be achieved, significant amount of overhead is required, especially for large number
of relays. Distributed algorithms provides usually suboptimal solution for relay selection
problem, nevertheless, compared to centralized algorithms, overhead and complexity are
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reduced [12][29]-[32]. Besides the implementation of relay selection algorithm, also the
number of relays selected to retransmit the data to destination, has significant effect on the
performance of cooperative communication systems. Two main groups can be distinguished:
single relay selection schemes using one node to assist the communication and multiple relay
selection schemes, where more than one relay retransmit the data to the destination [33].
2.2.1 Single Relay Selection Schemes
Performance of cooperative networks using best DF relay and direct link is analysed in [34].
The relay with highest signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to the destination is selected as the best
relay. It is shown that full diversity order is achieved. A forwarding scheme that selects the
relay with the shortest distance to the destination is proposed in [32]. It is assumed that each
relay knows its own and destination location. This distributed single relay selection scheme
reduces the system complexity, however it cannot achieve optimal performance as the effect
of shadowing and multipath fading is not considered.
An opportunistic relay selection scheme that selects best relay in distributed manner
based on the instantaneous CSI has been presented in [35]. Two relay selection policies
have been analysed. Policy I selects the relay that maximizes the minimum of link strengths
in first and second hop. Policy II chooses the relay that maximizes the harmonic mean of
two hops. In order to select the best relay in distributed way with minimal overhead, each
relay starts a timer that is inversely proportional to relaying link quality according to one
of the policies mentioned above. The timer of relay with the best relaying quality for the
proposed policies will expire first. There is a probability that timers of two or more relay
expires within the same time interval leading to collision and failure of relay selection. As it
is shown collision probability can be made arbitrarily small at the cost of increased relays
selection time. Thus, collision probability has to be traded off for speed of relay selection.
Through simulation and theoretical analysis, it has been demonstrated that policy I exhibits
lower outage probability than policy II. Moreover, impact of four different relay topologies
(close to the source, in the middle, close to the destination and relays are located equidistantly
in a line network) on collision probability has been investigated. The relays close to the
source lead to the lowest collision probability. The proposed opportunistic relaying shows the
same diversity-multiplexing tradeoff as space-time coding. Due to simplicity and distributed
nature, timer-based relay selection is very appealing. Nevertheless, it may fail to select
best relay due to exceeding of maximum selection time or collision of two or more packets
when the timers of two or more relays expire within vulnerability window. In [36], a general
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timer scheme with monotone non-increasing metric to timer function has been studied.
Optimal staircase metric-to-timer mapping is proposed that maps the metrics in discrete
timer values and depends on maximum relay selection time and vulnerability window. This
scheme maximizes the probability of successful relay selection or minimizes the expected
relay selection time. It has been shown that the proposed scheme clearly outperforms the
inverse metric mapping [35] in terms of both probability of relay selection and expected
relay selection time. In [37], optimal timer mapping has been generalized in two ways by
assuming first that only the distribution of nodes is a priori known to all nodes and second
that neither number of nodes nor distribution of them is known, referred to as robust mapping.
For both cases, it is shown that optimal timer mapping has still staircase structure. Moreover,
robust mapping not only exhibits highest worst case success probability but is also robust to
uncertainty in number of nodes.
Another class of distributed relay selection schemes are the geographical based relay
selection schemes [12][38][32]. The relays are grouped in different geographical regions
according to their distance to the destination [12]. Relays that belong to the region closest
to the destination compete for the channel through carrier sense multiple access (CSMA)
splitting scheme. In the case that no relays are found, the procedure continues with the second
closest region and so on. It is assumed that relays are equipped with global positioning
system (GPS) and know both their own location and the location of destination. The latency
of the geographical based relay selection was studied in [38]. In [32], the correctly decoding
relay that is closest to the destination is selected to serve hybrid-automatic repeat request
(H-ARQ).
Opportunistic relay selection can be performed in proactive way prior to data transmission
or in reactive manner after data transmission [39]. As depicted in Fig. 2.3, in proactive relay
selection, the best relay is selected in the first phase before source transmits its data. Thus,
during data transmission only the best relay is active while other relays enter idle mode.
In the second phase, the selected relay forwards the received data to the destination. For
the reactive relay selection, source transmits data that are received from all available relays.
Subsequently, the best relay is selected for forwarding data to the destination.
Perfect synchronisation between the nodes and CSI of both hops are required for op-
portunistic relay selection schemes. Partial relay selection that needs only first-hop CSI
and selects the relay with the strongest source to relay channel is investigated in [40]-[42].
In [40], a novel partial relay selection scheme is proposed that selects the best relay with
the strongest first-hop channel out of subset of relays for which neither source to relay
nor relay to destination channels are in outage. It outperforms conventional partial relay
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Fig. 2.3 Proactive and reactive relay selection
selection methods and exhibits comparable performance to the full CSI scheme. End-to-end
performance for partial relay selection utilizing fixed gain AF relays that reduce system
complexity, is studied in [41]. In [42], statistical behaviour of partial relay selection using
variable gain AF relays is analysed.
The relaying schemes above suffer from loses in SE due to the HD transmission. Improve-
ment of SE while maintaining the same diversity order is the main goal of the incremental
relaying [43]-[45]. The main idea is that when the direct link is sufficiently strong there
is no need to involve a relay in cooperative transmission. An incremental AF relaying
scheme using best relay selection and adaptive modulation is proposed in [43]. It achieves
significant gains in SE for low average SNR, while for high average SNR outage probability
is considerably reduced. In order to decide whether to cooperate or not, the ratio between
direct link channel gain and the best relaying link is compared to cooperation threshold [44].
In the case that this ratio is at least as big as cooperation threshold the source sends data
directly to the destination without relay assistance, otherwise the source and the selected relay
cooperative transmit data to the destination. It has been revealed that using this scheme, the
bandwidth efficiency is significantly increased and full diversity is achieved. For incremental
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DF opportunistic relaying very accurate closed form expression for outage probability is
derived in [45].
2.2.2 Multiple Relays Selection Schemes
The idea of single relay selection has been generalized to multiple relay selection in [33]. Low
complexity suboptimal multiple AF relay selection schemes have been proposed that exhibit
full diversity and performance close to the optimal scheme. Performance analysis for different
multiple relay selection scheme based on the orthogonal relaying has been performed in
[46]-[48]. Various distributed optimal power allocation strategies for multiple DF relays
transmitting in orthogonal slots are proposed in [49]. Adaptive multi-node incremental AF
relaying is investigated in [50]. Destination carries out maximum ratio combining first on
N earliest slots and based on output SNR decides whether to terminate transmission for
remaining relays. The SE is improved compared to conventional schemes. In order to tackle
HD loss, coded cooperation protocol for multiple DF relays network has been proposed
in [51]. For this protocol each relay forwards only a chunk of codeword and destination
composes the whole codeword from chunks received from all relays. The loss due to HD
transmission becomes negligible with increasing number of relays.
The works mentioned above use orthogonal relaying, where relays retransmit at different
time slots and hence do not make the best use of available channel resources. Two main
cooperation strategies are utilized to leverage simultaneous multiple relays transmission:
cooperative beamforming and cooperative space time coding.
Cooperative Beamforming
In cooperative beamforming as depicted in Fig. 2.4, at least two nodes transmit at the
same time the received message and align their phases to enable coherent combining at
destination. Deployment of cooperative beamforming is motivated by the gains achieved
using multiple antennas at the transmitter known also as centralized beamforming. For
transmit beamforming using L antennas, received power equals L2-fold of single antenna
transmission. This significant gain in received power can be exploited to improve energy
efficiency (EE), increase data rate, extend coverage, reduce interference etc. Different from
centralized beamforming, cooperative beamforming imposes additional practical challenges
like timing, carrier and phase synchronisation among cooperating nodes. In [52], based
on master-slave architecture a protocol is presented to tackle the problem of carrier phase
synchronisation for distributed nodes. It is shown that beamforming gain is robust to modest
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phase errors resulting mainly from oscillators drifts. In the two nodes case for around 30◦
phase error 90% of ideal beamforming gain is achievable.
S 
R 
D 
Fig. 2.4 Cooperative beamforming
Cooperative beamforming has been widely studied [19][52]-[55]. For cooperative net-
works optimum relay precoders and destination decoders have been developed in [19]. In
the case that full CSI is available both at the relays and at the destination, it is proven that
cooperative beamforming and maximum ratio combining (MRC) are optimal precoder and
decoder, respectively. Further it is also shown that for this case full diversity order is achieved.
Cooperative beamforming with limited feedback for AF relays has been investigated in [53].
It considered relay selection as a special case of beamforming, where the weight vectors
are the columns of identity matrix. Outage probability of relay selection is compared to
cooperative beamforming using optimal and random codebook. Beamforming using opti-
mal codebook showed slightly lower outage probability, however at the cost of very high
complexity. For the same number of feedback bits, relay selection outperformed cooperative
beamforming with random codebook. Due to the reduced complexity offered by the proposed
selection scheme (e.g. no synchronisation between relays required), it is very attractive for
cooperative beamforming with limited feedback. Network beamforming for two step AF
relays with perfect CSI availability and power constraint at each relay, has been analysed
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in [54]. It is shown that power control at relay for direct link available at first step is the
same as for no direct link case. For the case that direct link is available only at second step
or at both steps, recursive numerical power control algorithms are proposed. Simulation
results show that the proposed network beamforming achieves full diversity and outperforms
other conventional schemes. Cooperative beamforming for DF relays and limited feedback is
studied in [55]. It is demonstrated that compared to single relay and all relay selection, using
only a subset of relays lead to significant performance improvements in terms of average
received SNR efficiency and outage probability.
Cooperative Space Time Coding
A space time coded cooperative protocol that provides full spatial diversity equal to the
number of cooperating relays, has been proposed in [56]. This protocol improves bandwidth
efficiency and requires no feedback from the destination. Two transmission phases are
distinguishable. In the first phase source broadcast the message that is received by the
destination and available relays. During the second phase, the relays that could successfully
decode the message, cooperatively forward it to the destination using a unique column of
space time code matrix and same sub-channel.
Best modulations and optimal transmission strategies for centralized and distributed
Alamouti coded Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO), that minimize overall energy
consumption, have been investigated in [15]. Besides transmission energy also circuit power
consumption has been taken into account. It is shown that for short range communication and
fixed modulation, Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) outperforms MIMO in terms of EE,
as circuit power dominates energy consumption. Nevertheless, using MIMO with optimal
constellation size can be more energy-efficient than SISO even for very short distances.
This work also investigated the impact of node cooperation on the EE and the overall delay.
Different cooperation possibilities have been considered: at transmitter Multiple-Input Single-
Output (MISO), at receiver Single-Input Multiple-Output(SIMO) and at both side MIMO.
Performance comparison between cooperative and non cooperative communications has been
performed and showed that cooperation at the transmitter and/or receiver can reduce both
energy consumption and transmission delay.
Energy and delay efficiency for cooperative MIMO considering also training energy
consumption has been studied in [57]. Delay efficiency is defined as the delay reduction
achieved by MIMO compared to SISO. It has been shown that even when the cost of training
overhead is taken into account, cooperative MIMO outperforms SISO in terms of energy and
delay efficiency. In [58], distributed space time coding scheme without decoding at relays
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has been proposed. Distributed linear dispersion (LD) code is applied among the relays, i.e.,
transmit signal at each relay is linear combination of received signals. For very high SNR
same diversity and coding gain is achieved as for MIMO.
2.3 Energy Efficiency and Overhead of Cooperative Com-
munications
Wireless cooperative communications is widely recognized as a promising technique to
improve the EE of wireless networks [1][4][5][59][60]. EE analysis for cooperative transmis-
sion in wireless sensor networks is performed in [16][61]-[64]. In [61], the EE of single-hop,
multi-hop and cooperative transmission have been compared under target packet loss rate and
end-to-end throughput. It is shown that cooperation exhibits higher EE than single-hop and
multi-hop transmission even for short distances when a feedback channel is available. For
randomly distributed sensor nodes a sleeping strategy is proposed that significantly reduces
energy consumption compared to direct transmission [63].
In [16], a wireless sensor network is analysed that consists of multiple sensor clusters.
Each cluster has one cluster head that controls data routing. Cluster members have to listen
only to their cluster head and using space time block coding (STBC) cooperatively transmit
data received from the head only when they can correctly decode them. Data received from
cluster are at first processed by cluster head and then broadcast to other members. In this way
virtual MISO for inter cluster communication is formed. Through simulations, the impact of
cluster size, intra and inter cluster distances, power allocation, and end to end packet error
rate (PER), is studied. Both transmit and receive circuit energy consumption is considered. It
is demonstrated that optimal number of sensor in the cluster exists and it varies for different
PER. Furthermore, significant energy savings compared to direct communications can be
obtained.
Numerous works investigated energy savings through cooperation in wireless ad-hoc
networks [17][21][65][66]. Furthermore, EE of cooperative relaying has been widely studied
in the context of wireless cellular networks [14][67]-[70]. In [67], for uplink transmission
in a cellular network consisting of two users, two relay nodes and a BS, an energy-efficient
cooperative relaying scheme based on Alamouti STBC is proposed. The effectiveness of
Alamouti coding in improving the EE of cooperative relaying has been also shown in [68].
Energy consumption for relay assisted uplink transmission is analysed in [70]. It is shown
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that relaying beside being beneficial for cell edge users is also useful for users closer to base
station (BS).
The impact of relay selection on EE has been widely studied [13][71][72]. In [71], an
energy-efficient opportunistic cooperative scheme is presented that switches between best
DF relay forwarding and direct transmission depending on which one shows higher energy
savings. For cooperative multiple relays MIMO network, energy efficient relay selection has
been considered in [72]. EE of best relay selection scheme for wireless sensor networks has
been investigated in [13]. The proposed scheme accounts for both medium access control
(MAC) design and the power control at physical layer, i.e., it is a cross layer approach to
design energy efficient selective cooperative wireless networks. Power control has been
solved for two different relay selection cases. In the first case, the best relay that minimizes
total energy consumption is selected, while in the second case the relay that maximizes the
network lifetime is the one that retransmits data to the destination. It has been revealed by
simulations, that the proposed scheme exhibits higher EE than direct communications and
alternative schemes.
The overhead for obtaining CSI, relay selection and coordination is largely ignored in the
literature. The impact of overhead on SE for three different relaying schemes: timer-based
best-select (TBBS), distributed STC and M-group distributed STC, has been investigated in
[18]. For the M-group distributed STC each of M correctly decoding relay selects randomly
a column from STC matrix. Overhead is significantly reduced as there is no need for the
destination to assign a unique column of STC matrix to each relay of the decoding set. The
analysis revealed that distributed STC is impractical due to amount of overhead required for
centralized implementation. TBBS achieves full diversity and hence is better for small SNR
margin and small network size. M-group distributed STC exhibits the highest SE for large
SNR margin and/or large network size.
The significance of the overhead in overall energy consumption has been demonstrated
in [20]. It accounted for the cost to obtain CSI, perform cooperative beamforming and
investigated more general relay selection method. Best relay and all relay selection emerge as
special cases. Theoretical analysis for the overall energy consumption for both homogeneous
and non-homogeneous channel is provided. For homogeneous channels, all links between
the source and relays and from relays to the destination are statistically identical, while this
is not the case for the non-homogeneous channels. Simulation results showed that using
varying number of cooperative relays to perform cooperative beamforming minimizes energy
consumption. The proposed relay selection rule provides energy savings of up to 16%. The
inherent trade-off between relay selection overhead and data transmission in terms of time and
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energy is investigated in [73]. Cooperative non-adaptive and adaptive relay systems have been
investigated. Optimal relay selection durations for different schemes are identified. Due to
higher probability of successful transmission best relay selection lead to significantly higher
throughput compared to random selection. Nevertheless, energy consumption during best
relay selection phase is also high. For wireless ad-hoc networks, EE analysis accounting for
overhead to form virtual beam towards the destination is investigated in [17]. It assumed that
cooperating relays are uniformly distributed around the source and can overhear each other’s
transmissions. Simulation results indicated that cooperative beamforming is more energy
and spectral efficient than direct communications. The number of relays that maximizes EE
of cooperative beamforming has been calculated in [21]. Moreover, a switching algorithm
that changes between direct and cooperative communications depending on which of them
provides higher EE is also presented.
2.4 Two-Hop Device-to-Device Communications in Cellu-
lar Networks
Different from conventional cellular communication, where user equipments (UEs) commu-
nicate via BS, device-to-device (D2D) communications enable UEs to communicate directly
to others UEs in its vicinity using cellular resources [9][74]-[76]. D2D communications show
potential for three types of gains: proximity gain, reuse gain and hop gain [77]. D2D was first
proposed for relaying user traffic [78]. Nowadays, new use cases have been introduced such
as peer-to-peer (P2P) communications [79], cellular offloading [80], machine-to-machine
(M2M) communications [81], and so on.
Direct communications between UEs can be realized using cellular spectrum (in-band
[82][83]) or unlicensed spectrum (out-of-band [84][85]). For in-band communications,
D2D links can share the same radio resources with cellular links (underlay [82]) or use
dedicated cellular resources (overlay [83]) as depicted in Fig. 2.5. In underlay D2D, uplink
[86] and downlink [87] spectrum resources can be deployed, leading to high SE. However,
reusing spectral resources incurs mutual interference that is especially severe in the case
that downlink spectrum resources are used for D2D [88]. Many works investigated the
interference reduction for D2D underlaying cellular networks [89]-[92]. Based on the game
theory, an effective spectrum resource allocation scheme for D2D underlay downlink cellular
networks is proposed in [89]. New interference management method to increase the overall
system capacity of D2D underlay uplink cellular networks is presented in [92]. For D2D
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Fig. 2.5 In-band underlay and overlay D2D communication
overlaying cellular networks, interference limited areas are defined that forbid usage of same
resources between D2D pairs and cellular users [83].
Besides interference management, mode selection between overlay, underlay and cellular
communications is another critical issue in D2D communications [93]-[97]. In [93], a
communication mode is selected according to the distance between involved devices. An
optimal mode selection threshold is presented that minimizes the transmit power. Dynamic
mode selection on a slot-by-slot basis that outperforms semi-static method, is proposed
in [95]. For a D2D underlaying two-tier cellular networks, a centralized mode selection
mechanism is considered in [97]. In the case that orthogonal resources are available, this
mechanism prefers D2D overlay mode if D2D pairs are close to each other. Otherwise,
underlay mode is selected if distance and interference criteria are fulfilled.
The works mentioned above mainly focus on improving SE of D2D communications,
while EE is overlooked. Typical devices are handheld battery-powered equipment with
limited capacity that make energy-efficient wireless communication imperative. Various
energy-efficient D2D communication schemes have been proposed [98]-[102]. An energy-
efficient and practical resource sharing D2D multimedia communications that rely on coali-
tion formation game is presented in [98]. It addressed jointly mode selection and resource
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allocation. Furthermore, both transmission power consumption and circuit power consump-
tion are taken into account. EE of mode switching under quality of service (QoS) guarantee
for D2D pairs and cellular UEs is studied in [101]. The simulation results show that reuse
mode is preferable if EE is the optimization objective, while dedicated mode is selected if
user capacity has to be optimized. Moreover, dedicated mode will be selected more often
with increasing radius of D2D pairs. For practical network scenarios, performance limit
of energy savings for D2D communications underlaying cellular network is investigated in
[102]. Simulation results indicated that D2D communications reduce the energy consumption
by 65%. Trade-offs between energy consumption and delay, bandwidth, buffer size and
throughput are attained that enable design of practical energy-efficient D2D communications.
In practice, D2D UEs might not be close to each other or channel conditions between
them could be so poor that direct D2D communications would be impossible. Under these
circumstances, relays could assist the communication between D2D UEs [10][11][103]-
[107]. In [10], a distributed best relay selection method for relay aided D2D communication
underlaying cellular network is proposed. This method coordinates the interference from/to
cellular network and eliminates not suitable relays. Among the eligible relays the best one is
selected. Relaying for sending emergency messages from disconnected areas in multi-hop
fashion is considered in [103]. For L3 relay assisted D2D communications underlaying Long
Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) cellular networks, a gradient-based distributed resource
allocation is proposed in [104]. This work is extended to consider also the uncertainties
in useful and interference channels [106]. Furthermore, a distributed resource allocation
algorithm is presented that relies on stable matching theory. Another distributed resource
allocation scheme for L3 relay aided D2D communication that utilizes message passing
approach on a factor graph is proposed in [105]. Joint relay selection, sub-channel and
power allocation for relay aided D2D communications is investigated in [107]. An iterative
Hungarian method is proposed as suboptimal solution with low complexity and near-optimal
throughput performance. Energy and SE for multi-hop D2D communications based on a
two-time-slot physical-layer network coding scheme and using orthogonal channel sharing is
analysed in [11].

Chapter 3
Energy-Efficient and Low Signalling
Overhead Cooperative Relaying with
Proactive Relay Subset Selection
Energy efficiency (EE) of wireless communications has received a lot of attention recently
owing to the tremendous energy demands resulting from widely deployed wireless networks
and mobile personal devices. Cooperative communication is considered as a promising tech-
nique to enhance EE in wireless networks. Nevertheless, cooperation requires more overhead
that makes overhead-aware cooperative schemes indispensable for practical implementation.
In this Chapter, an energy-efficient and overhead-aware cooperative relaying scheme is
proposed and its average EE and signalling overhead is analysed. The number and location
of relays is studied that maximize EE of the proposed cooperative communication scheme,
taking into account the associated signalling overhead and practical constraints such as
maximum transmission power, practical data packet lengths and the case that relays cannot
overhear each other’s transmissions.
The Chapter is organized as follows. The system model and the proposed cooperative
relaying scheme are presented in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 presents the EE analysis. In Section
3.3, the optimal location of cooperating relays is derived. Signalling overhead analysis
is performed in Section 3.4. The simulation results are presented in Section 3.5. Finally,
summary is given in Section 3.6.
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3.1 System Model and Cooperative Relaying Scheme
A wireless communication system is considered that consists of one source-destination
pair and N decode-and-forward (DF) relays as shown in Fig. 3.1. Each node is equipped
with a single omni-directional antenna. The channel power gains between the source and
relay i (i= 1, . . . ,N) and from relay i to the destination are given by hi and gi, respectively,
which are independent and exponentially distributed random variables with the mean values,
hi= (λc/4πd0)2 (dsi/d0)−ξ and gi= (λc/4πd0)
2 (did/d0)
−ξ . Thereby, λc denotes the carrier
wavelength, d0 is the reference distance, ξ is the path-loss exponent, and dsi and did are the
distances between source and relay i and between relay i and destination, respectively.
It is assumed that inter-relay distances are much smaller than those between the source
and relays and from relays to the destination, i.e., we approximately have hi = h and gi = g
(i = 1, . . . ,N), where h and g denote the mean channel power gains of all links between
source and relays and all links from relays to destination, respectively. Furthermore, channel
reciprocity, i.e., time division duplex (TDD) mode is assumed, where the forward and reverse
links between two nodes are identical and remain constant during the time period for training,
relay selection, and data transmission [20][21].
It will be shown in Section 3.5 that the time required for training, relay selection and
data transmission by the proposed scheme is much shorter than the channel coherence time
of low mobility scenarios (with typical pedestrian speed of 3km/h). For higher mobility
scenarios, data packets can be split into smaller packets and more signalling overhead is
necessary as channel changes much faster. Communications between any two nodes have a
rate R (bits/symbol) and bandwidth B (Hz). Perfect channel estimation and same noise power
at each node are also assumed. No circuit power consumption is considered.
An energy-efficient and low signalling overhead cooperative relaying scheme is proposed,
which can be divided into three main phases as illustrated in Fig. 3.1 and explained as follows.
3.1.1 Relay Channel Estimation Phase
Relays have to obtain first-hop CSI, in order to decode data from the source. To this end,
source broadcasts training symbols at the minimum power required to support the target rate
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Fig. 3.1 Proposed cooperative relaying scheme
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R with outage probability δout
δout = Pr
{
hi
PST
N0B
< 2R−1
}
=
(2R−1)N0B/PST∫
0
1
h
exp
(
−x
h
)
dx
= 1− exp
(
−
(
2R−1)N0B
hPST
)
. (3.1)
It follows then for the transmission power
PST = N0B
1−2R
h ln(1−δout)
, (3.2)
where N0 is the power spectral density of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Similarly,
for relays to acquire the CSI on their links to the destination, the destination broadcasts
training symbols with the following power,
PDT = N0B
1−2R
g ln(1−δout) . (3.3)
One way to ensure synchronisation between the source and the destination is to let the source
broadcast training symbol in the first time slot within a channel coherence time. In the second
time slot the destination broadcasts its training symbol.
3.1.2 Relay Selection Phase
Step 1: The set of correctly decoding relays, D = {R1≤ j≤N : γs j ≥ 2R−1}, is composed
of relays with the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) from the source, γs j, being able to
support the rate R. Since the relays have estimated the channels from the source to them in the
relay channel estimation phase, under the assumption of channel reciprocity the relays would
also know the channels from themselves to the source. In Step 1 of the relay selection phase,
each correctly decoding relay transmits one bit "1" to the source with channel inversion,
i.e., compensating the channel effect before transmission so that the source can decode the
transmitted bits without CSI. Only relays that can decode the received data successfully
(i.e., can support rate R with Pmax) perform channel inversion. This is known as truncated
channel inversion that leads to finite average transmission power [108]. After the M correctly
decoding relays each transmit a "1" message to the source, they switch to idle mode waiting
for expiration of their timers and are also able to receive and process signals. The source
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adds the received bits up to obtain the number of correctly decoding relays (M), and then
based on M determines the optimal number of relays to be selected (K) that maximizes EE
(see Section 3.5). In practice, signals are transmitted in data packets with preambles and
headers so that the energy consumption for signalling M to the source is higher. However, as
it will be shown in Section 3.5 for some packet lengths the optimal number of selected relays
K is independent of M and hence source does not need this information.
The overall relay transmission power for signalling the size of the decoding relay set,
M = |D |, to the source is given by
PM = N0B(2R−1)
M
∑
j=1
1
h j
. (3.4)
Each correctly decoding relay starts a timer once they have transmitted the one bit "1" as
follows
t j:M =
⌊
λ˜
g j:M∆g
⌋
∆g, j ∈D , g1:M > g2:M > .. . > gM:M, (3.5)
where λ˜ = gλ , λ is a predefined constant parameter, and ∆g is a guard interval that depends
on the processing delay, the propagation delay, and the transmitted symbol duration [35]. For
the proposed scheme we set ∆g = NTTS, where NT and TS are the number of symbols used
for training and the symbol duration, respectively. The processing delay and the propagation
delay are negligible compared to the symbol duration. The correctly decoding relays are
ranked in descending order of their channel strengths to the destination so that the timer of
the relay with the strongest channel in the second hop expires first, followed by the timer of
the relay with the second strongest second-hop channel and so on.
Proposition 1
The time required for selecting the K best relays is obtained as
Tsel,K = ∆g
M!
(K−1)!
nmax
∑
n=1
M−K
∑
i=0
(−1)in
(i+K)(M− i−K)!i!(
exp
(
− i+K
n+1
θ
)
− exp
(
− i+K
n
θ
))
, (3.6)
where θ = λ∆g , nmax =
⌊
Tmax
∆g
⌋
, and Tmax is the maximum allowable relay selection time.
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Proof. Probability density function (pdf) for the K-th best channel power gain gK:M is given
by [109]
pgK:M(x) =
M!
g(K−1)!
M−K
∑
i=0
(−1)i
(M−K− i)!i! exp
(
− i+K
g
x
)
. (3.7)
It follows then for the average relay selection time
Tsel,K = ∆gE
{⌊
λ˜
gK:M∆g
⌋}
= ∆g
nmax
∑
n=1
nPr
{
λ˜
(n+1)∆g
≤ gK:M ≤ λ˜n∆g
}
= ∆g
nmax
∑
n=1
n
λ˜/n∆g∫
λ˜/(n+1)∆g
pgK:M(x)dx= ∆g
M!
g(K−1)!
nmax
∑
n=1
M−K
∑
i=0
(−1)in
(M−K− i)!i!
λ˜/n∆g∫
λ˜/(n+1)∆g
exp
(
− i+K
g
x
)
dx.
(3.8)
Evaluation of the integral in (3.8) leads to (3.6).
Step 2: After the expiration of its timer, a relay transmits NT training symbols with transmis-
sion power of
PRT = max
{
PST ,P
D
T
}
. (3.9)
In this way, by exploiting the broadcast nature of the wireless channel, the source and the
destination can use the same training symbols to perform channel estimation and obtain
the corresponding CSI. The source will use the estimated first-hop CSI to adapt its data
transmission power to the minimum level required for reaching the selected relays (see
Section 3.1.3).
Due to the use of discrete relay timers in (3.5), collisions between relay transmissions
may occur if the timers of two or more relays expire at the same time.
Proposition 2
The collision probabilities among the K best relays for K = 1 and K > 1 are given by
pcoll,K=1,nmax = 1−M
nmax
∑
n=0
(
exp
(
− θ
n+1
)
− exp
(
−θ
n
))(
1− exp
(
− θ
n+1
))M−1
,
(3.10)
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pcoll,K>1,nmax = 1−
M!
(M−K)!(K−1)!
nmax
∑
n=K−1
exp
(
−(K−1)θ
n
)
(
exp
(
− θ
n+1
)
− exp
(
−θ
n
))(
1− exp
(
− θ
n+1
))M−K(
1− I{K≥3}(K)pcoll,K−2,n
)
,
(3.11)
where pno−coll,K,nmax is the probability that no collision occurs, and the indicator function
IA(x) = 1 if x ∈ A, 0 otherwise.
Proof. Let K be the set containing (K − 1) best relays and R =D \ (K ∪{ j}). For
collision-free K best relay selection, the following conditions have to be satisfied: (1)
for (K−1) best relays λ˜/gi∈K < n∆g and no collisions between relays in this interval, (2)
for the Kth best relay n∆g ≤ λ˜/g j ̸=i < (n+1)∆g, and (3) for the remaining (M−K) relays
λ˜/gr∈R ≥ (n+ 1)∆g. For the best relay selection (K = 1) only conditions (2) and (3) are
relevant.
Using multinomial distribution, the probability that all the three conditions (for K > 1)
are fulfilled is given by
pno−coll,K>1,nmax =
M!
(M−K)!(K−1)!
nmax
∑
n=K−1
(
∏
i∈K
Pr
{
λ˜/gi < n∆g
})
Pr
{
n∆g ≤ λ˜/g j ̸=i < (n+1)∆g
}(
∏
r∈R
Pr
{
λ˜/gr ≥ (n+1)∆g
})
(
1− I{K≥3}(K)pcoll,K−2,n
)
=
M!
(M−K)!(K−1)!
nmax
∑
n=K−1
(
1−Fg(λ˜/n∆g)
)K−1
(
Fg(λ˜/n∆g)−Fg(λ˜/(n+1)∆g)
)
FM−Kg (λ˜/(n+1)∆g)
(
1− I{K≥3}(K)pcoll,K−2,n
)
,
(3.12)
while the probability that only conditions (2) and (3) are satisfied for best relay selection
(K = 1) can be calculated as follows
pno−coll,K=1,nmax =M
nmax
∑
n=0
(
Fg(λ˜/n∆g)−Fg(λ˜/(n+1)∆g)
)
FM−1g (λ˜/(n+1)∆g), (3.13)
where Fg(x) = 1− exp(−x/g) is cumulative distribution function (cdf) of channel power
gain g. The collision probability can be calculated using pcoll,K,nmax = 1− pno−coll,K,nmax .
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Step 3: Once the source has received training symbols from the first K relays, it informs
the other M−K relays via a single bit "0" to stop their timers, not to transmit training
symbols, and not to participate in the immediate data transmission phase. As the source does
not know CSI of all M correctly decoding relays and the channel remains the same within
channel coherence time, the M-K relays should be able to correctly decode the single bit
notification from the source as long as the source transmits with maximum allowed power
Pmax. It is assumed that the relay with timer tK+1:M receives the single bit "0" notification
before it starts transmitting training symbols, given that the propagation delay is negligible
compared to the guard interval.
Prior to data transmission, the destination broadcasts the sum of the K estimated second-
hop channel power gains, which will be used by the selected K relays for cooperative
beamforming with the optimal transmission power, using the following transmission power
PFB =
N0B(2R−1)
gK:M
, (3.14)
where the weakest second-hop channel power gain gK:M among the K selected relays is used,
because this broadcast information has to reach all the K selected relays.
3.1.3 Data Transmission Phase
So far, the source and the K selected relays have obtained all necessary information to
perform data transmission in an energy-efficient manner. In the first hop, the source transmits
data with the minimum transmission power required for reaching the K selected relays, i.e.,
PAD =
N0B(2R−1)
min{h1, . . . ,hK} . (3.15)
To some extent, this may also prevent the other M−K relays from unnecessarily decoding
and buffering data packets.
In the second hop, the K selected DF relays perform cooperative beamforming to transmit
the decoded source data to the destination, with the overall transmission power given by
PCB =
K
∑
i=1
PiCB, (3.16)
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where PiCB is the optimal transmission power at relay i and as shown in Appendix A.1 is
calculated as follows
PiCB = N0B(2
R−1)
(
1√
gi:M
K
∑
j=1
g j:M
)−2
. (3.17)
The minimum channel coherence time required for the proposed cooperative relaying
scheme is given by
Tmin−coh = ((K+2)NT +(M+1)/R+NFB+2ND)TS+Tsel,K. (3.18)
where NFB is the number of symbols used for destination feedback, and ND is the number
of symbols per data packet. The first part in the summation represents the time needed for
training. The second part is the total time consumed for signalling the size of decoding set M
to the source and for invalidating relay timers of not selected relays. The third and fourth
parts embody the time required for destination feeding back the sum of second-hop channel
power gains to the K selected relays and the time needed for cooperative data transmission,
respectively. The last part is the time for selecting K relays (3.6).
3.2 Analysis of Average Energy Efficiency
In this section, the average EE under maximum transmit power constraint, Pmax, is analysed
for both cooperative communications and direct transmission, facilitating a quantitative
comparison between them. EE (in bits/Joule) is defined as the ratio of the number of
successfully transmitted data bits to the corresponding energy consumption.
3.2.1 Cooperative Communications
Without loss of generality, we assume that M ≥ 2 relays decode correctly the data transmitted
from the source and that {hi}Mi=1 and {gi}Mi=1 are independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d), i.e., hi = h and gi = g (i = 1, . . . ,M). The average EE of the proposed cooperative
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relaying scheme is given by
EECC(K,M,ψ) = (1− pCCout)(1− pcoll,K,nmax)RNDE
{
1
EO(K,M,ψ)+ED(K,M,ψ)
}
≈ (1− p
CC
out)(1− pcoll,K,nmax)RND
E{EO(K,M,ψ)}+E{ED(K,M,ψ)} , (3.19)
where the second line is obtained using the first-order Taylor approximation, ψ is the
location of the K selected cooperating relays, pCCout is the outage probability of cooperative
communications, EO(.) denotes the energy consumption caused by signalling overhead, and
ED(.) is the energy consumed for data transmission.
Proposition 3
The outage probability is given by
pCCout =
M!
(K−1)!
M−K
∑
j=0
(−1) j
(
1− exp
(
− j+Kg µ
))
( j+K)(M−K− j)! j! , (3.20)
where µ = N0B(2R−1)/Pmax.
Proof. As it is assumed that M ≥ 2, outage occurs only in the second hop. For the best relay
selection (K = 1), outage is declared if channel power gain g1:M cannot support the target
rate R under maximum transmission power constraint, Pmax. For cooperative beamforming
(K ≥ 2) outage occurs if the destination transmit power to feedback the sum of second-hop
channel power gains does not meet the target rate R with Pmax. It follows then for the outage
probability
pCCout = I{K=1}(K)Pr{g1:M < µ}+ I{2≤K≤M}(K)Pr{gK:M < µ}=
µ∫
0
pgK:M(x)dx
=
M!
g(K−1)!
M−K
∑
j=0
(−1) j
(M−K− j)! j!
µ∫
0
exp
(
− j+K
g
x
)
dx. (3.21)
Evaluation of integral in (3.21) leads to (3.20).
In (3.19), EO(.) is the total energy consumed for training ET (.), for destination feedback
EFB(.), for relays signalling M to source EM(.), and for source telling non-selected relays to
invalidate their timers EINV .
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Proposition 4
The average energy consumption for the signalling overhead is given by
E{EO(K,M,ψ)}= ET (K,M,ψ)+EINV
+ I{2≤K≤M}(K)E{EFB(K,M,ψ)}+E{EM(M,ψ)}, (3.22)
where
ET (K,M,ψ) = NTN0BTS
(
1−2R
ln(1−δout)
)(
1
h
+
1
g
+Kmax
(
1
h
,
1
g
))
, (3.23)
EINV = NINVTSPmax, (3.24)
E{EFB(K,M,ψ)}
=−NFBTSN0B(2R−1) M!g(K−1)!
(
M−K
∑
j=0
(−1) j
(M−K− j)! j!Ei
(
− j+K
g
µ
))
(
1− M!
(K−1)!
M−K
∑
j=0
(−1) j
(M−K− j)! j!( j+K)
(
1− exp
(
− j+K
g
µ
)))−1
, (3.25)
E{EM(M,ψ)}=−MNMTSN0B(2
R−1)
h
exp
(
µ
h
)
Ei
(
− µ
h
)
, (3.26)
in which NINV and NM are the numbers of symbols used for invalidating not-selected relays’
timers and relays signalling M to source, respectively, and Ei is the exponential integral
function, defined as Ei(x) =
∫ x
−∞
exp(t)
t dt [110]. The overall energy consumption for the
training ET (.) in (3.23) is composed of three parts. The first part is the energy consumed for
transmission of NT training symbols from the source to relays. The second part constitutes
the energy consumption for sending NT training symbols from the destination to relays.
The last part represents the energy consumed for K selected relays to broadcast NT training
symbols.
Proof. Expressions (3.22)-(3.24) can be obtained easily from the Fig. 3.1 and discussions in
Section 3.1.
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Average energy consumption for the destination feedback is calculated as follows
E{EFB(K,M,ψ)}= NFBTSN0B(2R−1)E
{
1
gK:M
|gK:M ≥ µ
}
= NFBTSN0B(2R−1)
∞∫
µ
1
x
pgK:M(x)dx(1−FgK:M(µ))−1, (3.27)
where
∞∫
µ
1
x
pgK:M(x)dx=
M!
g(K−1)!
M−K
∑
j=0
(−1) j
(M−K− j)! j!
∞∫
µ
1
x
exp
(
− i+K
g
x
)
dx
=
M!
g(K−1)!
M−K
∑
j=0
(−1) j
(M−K− j)! j!Ei
(
− j+K
g
µ
)
, (3.28)
FgK:M(µ) =
µ∫
0
pgK:M(x)dx=
M!
g(K−1)!
M−K
∑
j=0
(−1) j
(M−K− j)! j!
µ∫
0
exp
(
− j+K
g
x
)
dx
=
M!
(K−1)!
M−K
∑
j=0
(−1) j
( j+K)(M−K− j)! j!
(
1− exp
(
− j+K
g
µ
))
. (3.29)
FgK:M(µ) denotes cdf of gK:M.
Average energy consumed to signal M to the source is given by
E{EM(M,ψ)}= NMTSN0B(2R−1)
M
∑
i=1
E
{
1
hi
|hi ≥ µ
}
= NMTSN0B(2R−1)
M
∑
i=1
∞∫
µ
1
x
phi(x)dx(1−Fhi(µ))−1 , (3.30)
where
∞∫
µ
1
x
phi(x)dx=
1
h
∞∫
µ
1
x
exp
(
−x
h
)
dx=−1
h
Ei
(
−µ
h
)
, (3.31)
Fhi(µ) =
µ∫
0
1
h
exp
(
−x
h
)
dx= 1− exp
(
−µ
h
)
. (3.32)
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The energy consumption for data transmission, ED(.), comprises the energy consumed in
the first hop EID(.) and that in the second hop E
II
D (.).
Proposition 5
The average energy consumption for the data transmission is given by
E{ED(K,M,ψ)}= E{EID(K,M,ψ)}+ I{K=1}(K)E{EIID (K = 1,M,ψ)}
+ I{2≤K≤M}(K)E{EIID (K > 1,M,ψ)}. (3.33)
where
E{EID(K,M,ψ)}=−K
NDTSN0B(2R−1)
h
exp
(
K
h
µ
)
Ei
(
− K
h
µ
)
, (3.34)
E{EIID (K = 1,M,ψ)}=−NDTSN0B(2R−1)
M!
g
(
M−1
∑
j=0
(−1) j
(M− j−1)! j!Ei
(
− j+1
g
µ
))
(
1−M!
M−1
∑
j=0
(−1) j
(M− j−1)!( j+1)!
(
1− exp
(
− j+1
g
µ
)))−1
,
(3.35)
E{EIID (K > 1,M,ψ)}=
NDTSN0B(2R−1)
g
(
M
K
)(
Γ
(
K−1,K µg
)
(K−1)! +
M−K
∑
i=1
(−1)i+K−1(
M−K
i
)(
K
i
)K−1(
Ei
(
−K µ
g
)
−Ei
(
−
(
K+ i
)
µ
g
)
−
K−2
∑
j=1
(− iK ) j
j!
Γ
(
j,K
µ
g
)))
(
1− M!
(K−1)!
M−K
∑
j=0
(−1) j
( j+K)(M−K− j)! j!
(
1− exp
(
− j+K
g
µ
)))−1
, (3.36)
with Γ(α,x) =
∫ ∞
x t
α−1 exp(−t)dt being the upper incomplete gamma function [110].
Proof. Summation of the average energy consumption for the first and second hop data
transmission as well as considering both cases best relay selection (K = 1) and cooperative
beamforming (K ≥ 2) leads to (3.33).
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The average energy consumption for data transmission from the source to the K selected
relays is given by
E{EID(K,M,ψ)}= NDTSN0B(2R−1)E
{
1
Hmin
|Hmin ≥ µ
}
= NDTSN0B(2R−1)
∞∫
µ
1
x
pHmin(x)dx(1−FHmin(µ))−1, (3.37)
whereHmin = min{h1, . . . ,hK} and [109]
pHmin(x) =
K
g
exp
(
−K
g
x
)
, (3.38)
It follows then
∞∫
µ
1
x
pHmin(x)dx=
K
h
∞∫
µ
1
x
exp
(
−K
h
x
)
dx=−K
h
−Kµ/h∫
−∞
exp(t)
t
dt = Ei
(
−K
h
µ
)
, (3.39)
FHmin(µ) =
K
h
∞∫
µ
exp
(
−K
h
x
)
dx=
K
h
exp
(
−K
h
µ
)
. (3.40)
Substitution (3.39) and (3.40) in (3.37) leads to (3.34).
Average energy consumed in the second hop for the data transmission for the best relay
selection (K = 1) can be calculated as follows
E{EIID (K = 1,M,ψ)}= NDTSN0B(2R−1)E
{
1
g1:M
|g1:M ≥ µ
}
= NDTSN0B(2R−1)
∞∫
µ
1
x
pg1:M(x)dx(1−Fg1:M(µ))−1, (3.41)
where
∞∫
µK
1
x
pg1:M(x)dx=
M!
g
M−1
∑
j=0
(−1) j
(M− j−1)! j!
∞∫
µK
1
x
exp
(
− j+1
g
x
)
dx
=
M!
g
M−1
∑
j=0
(−1) j
(M− j−1)! j!Ei
(
− j+1
g
µ
)
, (3.42)
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Fg1:M(µ) =
M!
g
M−1
∑
j=0
(−1) j
(M− j−1)! j!
µ∫
0
exp
(
− j+1
g
x
)
dx
=M!
M−1
∑
j=0
(−1) j
(M− j−1)!( j+1)!
(
1− exp
(
− j+1
g
µ
))
. (3.43)
Average energy consumed in the second hop for the data transmission for cooperative
beamforming (K ≥ 2) is given by
E{EIID (K > 1,M,ψ)}= NDTSN0B(2R−1)E
{
1
∑Ki=1 gi:M
|gK:M ≥ µ
}
= NDTSN0B(2R−1)
∞∫
µK
1
x
p∑Ki=1 gi:M(x)dx(1−FgK:M(µ))
−1. (3.44)
Calculation of p∑Ki=1 gi:M(x) can be simplified using statistical independence property of
spacings between consecutive exponentially distributed ordered random variables [111].
Let dm = gm:M−gm+1:M, 1≤ m≤M, be spacing between two adjacent ordered random
variables, then
gM:M = dM,
gM−1:M = dM+dM−1,
...
gK:M = dM+dM−1+ · · ·+dK,
...
g1:M = dM+dM−1+ · · ·+dK+ · · ·+d1,
and for the sum of K largest channel power gains
K
∑
i=1
gi:M =
K
∑
j=1
jd j+K
M
∑
j=K+1
d j. (3.45)
Spacing pdf is given by [111]
pdm(x) =
m
g
exp
(
−mx
g
)
, x≥ 0. (3.46)
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It follows for moment generating function (MGF)
M∑Ki=1 gi:M
(s)
= (1−gs)−K
M
∏
j=K+1
(
1− gK
j
s
)−1
=
(
1
(1−gs)K
)
M
∏
j=K+1
(
− j
gK
)(
1
s− j/gK
)
= (−1)M−KM!
K!
(
1
gK
)M−K( 1
(1−gs)K
)
M
∏
j=K+1
(
1
s− j/gK
)
. (3.47)
Using partial fraction for simple roots (see Appendix A.2) leads to
M∑Ki=1 gi:M
(s) = (−1)M−KM!
K!
(
1
gK
)M−K( 1
(1−gs)K
)
M
∑
j=K+1
 M∏
i=K+1
i̸= j
gK
j− i
( 1s− j/gK
)
= (−1)M−KM!
K!
(gK)K−M
(gK)M−K−1
(1−gs)K
M
∑
j=K+1
 M∏
i=K+1
i ̸= j
1
j− i
( 1s− j/gK
)
= (−1)M−KM!
K!
(
1
gK (1−gs)K
)
M
∑
j=K+1
(
j−1
∏
i=K+1
1
j− i
M
∏
i= j+1
1
j− i
)(
1
s− j/gK
)
=
(
M!
KK!g(1−gs)K
)
M
∑
j=K+1
(−1) j+K
( j−K−1)!(M− j)!
(
1
s− j/gK
)
. (3.48)
The pdf of ∑Ki=1 gi:M can be computed as follows
p∑Ki=1 gi:M(x) =L
−1
{
M∑Ki=1 gi:M
(−s)
}
=
M!
KK!gK+1
M
∑
j=K+1
(−1) j+K−1
( j−K−1)!(M− j)!L
−1
{(
s+
1
g
)−K}
∗L −1
{(
s+
j
gK
)−1}
,
(3.49)
whereL −1 is inverse Laplace transformation and ’*’ denotes convolution operator. Using
Laplace transform table [110] and performing convolution leads to
p∑Ki=1 gi:M(x) =L
−1
{
M∑Ki=1 gi:M
(−s)
}
=
M!
KK!gK+1
M
∑
j=K+1
(−1) j+K−1
( j−K−1)!(M− j)!
(
1
(K−1)!x
K−1 exp
(
−x
g
)
∗ exp
(
− jx
gK
))
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=
M!
KK!gK+1
M
∑
j=K+1
(−1) j+K−1
( j−K−1)!(M− j)! exp
(
− jx
gK
) x∫
0
yK−1 exp
(
−
(
1− j
K
)
y
g
)
dy
=
M!
KK!g
M
∑
j=K+1
(−1) j+K−1
( j−K−1)!(M− j)!
(
K
K− j
)K
exp
(
− jx
gK
)
γ
(
K,
(
1− j
K
)
x
g
)
,
(3.50)
where γ(α,x) =
∫ x
0 t
α−1 exp(−t)dt is the lower incomplete gamma function and for the
special case above is [110]
γ
(
K,
(
1− j
K
)
x
g
)
= (K−1)!
1− exp(−(1− jK
)
x
g
)K−1
∑
k=0
((
1− jK
)
x
g
)k
k!
 . (3.51)
Insertion of (3.51) in (3.50) and substitution i= j−K yields
p∑Ki=1 gi:M(x) =
M!
K!(M−K)!g
M−K
∑
i=1
(−1)i+K−1(M−K)!
i!(M−K− i)!
(
K
i
)K−1
exp
(
−x
g
)
(
exp
(
− ix
Kg
)
−
K−1
∑
k=0
(
− ix
Kg
)k 1
k!
)
=
M!exp
(
− xg
)
K!(M−K)!g
M−K
∑
i=1
(−1)i+K−1
(
M−K
i
)
(
K
i
)K−1(
exp
(
− ix
Kg
)
+(−1)K
(
ix
Kg
)K−1 1
(K−1)!
K−2
∑
k=0
(
− ix
Kg
)k 1
k!
)
=
M!exp
(
− xg
)
K!(M−K)!g
M−K
∑
i=1
(−1)i−1
(
M−K
i
)(
K
i
)K−1( ix
Kg
)K−1 1
(K−1)! +
M!exp
(
− xg
)
K!(M−K)!g
M−K
∑
i=1
(−1)i+K−1
(
M−K
i
)(
K
i
)K−1(
exp
(
− ix
Kg
)
−
K−2
∑
k=0
(
− ix
Kg
)k 1
k!
)
=
M!
(M−K)!K! exp
(
−x
g
)(M−K
∑
i=1
(−1)i−1
(
M−K
i
)
xK−1
gK (K−1)!
+
1
g
M−K
∑
i=1
(−1)i+K−1 (M−K)!
(M−K− i)!i!
(
K
i
)K−1(
exp
(
− ix
Kg
)
−
K−2
∑
k=0
(
− ix
Kg
)k 1
k!
))
.
(3.52)
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For the sum of binomial coefficients holds
m
∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
m
k
)
= 0 [110], i.e.,
M−K
∑
i=1
(−1)i−1
(
M−K
i
)
= 1. (3.53)
Using (3.53) in (3.52) gives
p∑Ki=1 gi:M(x) =
M!
(M−K)!K! exp
(
−x
g
)(
xK−1
gK (K−1)! +
1
g
M−K
∑
i=1
(−1)i+K−1 (M−K)!
(M−K− i)!i!(
K
i
)K−1(
exp
(
− ix
Kg
)
−
K−2
∑
k=0
(
− ix
Kg
)k 1
k!
))
. (3.54)
It follows then
∞∫
µK
1
x
p∑Ki=1 gi:M(x)dx=
M!
(M−K)!K!
(
1
gK (K−1)!
∞∫
µK
xK−2 exp
(
−x
g
)
dx
+
1
g
M−K
∑
i=1
(−1)i+K−1 (M−K)!
(M−K− i)!i!
(
K
i
)K−1( ∞∫
µK
1
x
exp
(
−
(
1+
i
K
)
x
g
)
dx
−
∞∫
µK
1
x
exp
(
−x
g
)
dx−
K−2
∑
k=1
1
k!
(
− i
Kg
)k ∞∫
µK
xk−1 exp
(
−x
g
)
dx
))
, (3.55)
where [110]
∞∫
µK
xK−2 exp
(
−x
g
)
dx= gK−1Γ
(
K−1, K
g
µ
)
, (3.56)
∞∫
µK
1
x
exp
(
−
(
1+
i
K
)
x
g
)
dx=−Ei
(
−
(
1+
i
K
)
K
g
µ
)
, (3.57)
∞∫
µK
1
x
exp
(
−x
g
)
dx=−Ei
(
−K
g
µ
)
, (3.58)
∞∫
µK
xK−1 exp
(
−x
g
)
dx= gKΓ
(
K,
K
g
µ
)
. (3.59)
Substitution of (3.55) and (3.29) in (3.44) lead to (3.36).
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Lemma 1
The average EE in (3.19) can be upper bounded as follows
EECC(K,M,ψ)≤ EEUBCC (K,M,ψ) =
(1− pCCout)(1− pcoll,K,nmax)RND
ELBO (K,M,ψ)+E
LB
D (K,M,ψ)
, (3.60)
where ELBO (K,M,ψ) and E
LB
D (K,M,ψ) denote the lower bound of average energy consump-
tion for signalling overhead and for data transmission, respectively, and can be calculated as
follows
ELBO (K,M,ψ) = ET (K,M,ψ)+E
LB
M (M,ψ)+EINV + I{2≤K≤M}(K)E
LB
FB(K,M,ψ), (3.61)
ELBD (K,M,ψ) = E
I,LB
D (K,M,ψ)+ I{K=1}(K)E
II,LB
D (K = 1,M,ψ)
+ I{2≤K≤M}(K)E
II,LB
D (K > 1,M,ψ), (3.62)
where
ELBM (M,ψ) =
NMMTSN0B(2R−1)
µ+h
exp
(
−µ
h
)
, (3.63)
ELBFB(K,M,ψ) = NFBTSN0B(2
R−1)(K−1)!
M!(
1− M!
(K−1)!
M−K
∑
j=0
(−1) j
(M−K− j)! j!( j+K)
(
1− exp
(
− j+K
g
µ
)))
(
M−K
∑
j=0
(−1) j
(M−K− j)! j!( j+K) exp
(
− j+K
g
µ
)(
µ+
g
j+K
))−1
, (3.64)
EI,LBD (K,M,ψ) = NDTSN0B(2
R−1)exp
(
K
µ
h
)(
K
h+µK
)
, (3.65)
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EII,LBD (K,M,ψ) = NDTSN0B(2
R−1)(
K
∑
i=1
(
1− M!
(i−1)!
M−i
∑
j=0
(−1) j
(M− i− j)! j!( j+ i)
(
1− exp
(
− j+ i
g
µ
)))
(
M−i
∑
j=0
(−1) j
(M− i− j)! j!( j+ i) exp
(
− j+ i
g
µ
)(
µ+
g
j+ i
))−1)−1
. (3.66)
Proof. Using Jensen’s inequality for conditional expectations, E
{ 1
X |Y
} ≥ 1E{X |Y} , where
X and Y are random variables, the average energy consumption for the overhead and data
transmission can be lower bounded as follows
E{EO(K,M,ψ)} ≥ ET (K,M,ψ)+ELBM (M,ψ)+EINV + I{2≤K≤M}(K)ELBFB(K,M,ψ),
E{ED(K,M,ψ)} ≥ EI,LBD (K,M,ψ)+ I{K=1}(K)EII,LBD (K = 1,M,ψ)
+ I{2≤K≤M}(K)E
II,LB
D (K > 1,M,ψ),
where
ELBM (M,ψ) = NMTSN0B(2
R−1)
M
∑
i=1
1
E{hi|hi ≥ µ}
= NMTSN0B(2R−1)
M
∑
i=1
 ∞∫
µ
x
h
exp
(
−x
h
)
dx
−11− µ∫
0
1
h
exp
(
−x
h
)
dx
 , (3.67)
ELBFB(K,M,ψ) =
NFBTSN0B(2R−1)
E{gK:M|gK:M ≥ µ}
= NFBTSN0B(2R−1)
 M!
g(K−1)!
M−K
∑
i=0
(−1)i
(M−K− i)!i!
∞∫
µ
xexp
(
− i+K
g
x
)
dx
−1
1− M!
g(K−1)!
M−K
∑
i=0
(−1)i
(M−K− i)!i!
µ∫
0
exp
(
− i+K
g
x
)
dx
 , (3.68)
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EI,LBD (K,M,ψ) =
NDTSN0B(2R−1)
E{Hmin|Hmin ≥ µ}
= NDTSN0B(2R−1)
 ∞∫
µ
Kx
h
exp
(
−Kx
h
)
dx
−11− µ∫
0
K
h
exp
(
−K
h
)
dx
 , (3.69)
EII,LBD (K,M,ψ) =
NDTSN0B(2R−1)
K
∑
i=1
E{gi:M|gi:M ≥ µ}
= NDTSN0B(2R−1)
(
K
∑
i=1
 M!
g(i−1)!
M−i
∑
j=0
(−1) j
(M− i− j)! j!
∞∫
µ
xexp
(
− j+ i
g
x
)
dx

1− M!
g(i−1)!
M−i
∑
j=0
(−1) j
(M− i− j)! j!
µ∫
0
exp
(
− j+ i
g
x
)
dx
−1)−1. (3.70)
Evaluation of integrals in (3.67)-(3.70) results in (3.63)-(3.66).
3.2.2 Direct Transmission
For EE analysis, two transmission strategies are considered for the direct communication
between the source and the destination.
In the first strategy, source transmits training symbols at the minimum power required to
satisfy the target R with outage probability δout , i.e.,
PSDT = N0B
1−2R
h0 ln(1−δout)
, h0 =
(
λc
4πd0
)2(
dsd
d0
)−ξ
, (3.71)
where h0 and dsd denote the mean channel power gain and the distance of the direct link from
source to destination, respectively. Subsequently, data is transmitted using the maximum
allowed transmission power, Pmax. The resulting average EE is given by
EEMAXDT = (1− pDTout )
RND
TS
(
NTN0B
1−2R
h0 ln(1−δout)
+NDPmax
)−1
, (3.72)
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where
pDTout = Pr{h0 < µ}=
µ∫
0
1
h0
exp
(
− x
h0
)
dx= 1− exp
(
− µ
h0
)
. (3.73)
In the second strategy, during the channel estimation phase, source sends training symbols
with transmission power as in (3.71) and destination estimates the channel gain. Thereafter,
the destination feedbacks CSI to the source. This enables the source to transmit data with the
minimum power required to meet the target rate R. The corresponding average EE and its
upper bound are given, respectively, by
EEADPDT
≈ (1− pDTout )
RND
TS
(
NTN0B
(
1−2R)
h0 ln(1−δout)
+(ND+NFB)N0B
(
2R−1)E{ 1
h0
|h0 ≥ µ
})−1
≈ (1− p
DT
out )RNDh0
N0BTS(1−2R)
(
NT
ln(1−δout) +(ND+NFB)exp
(
µ
h0
)
Ei
(
− µ
h0
))−1
, (3.74)
EEADP,UBDT = (1− pDTout )
RND
TS
(
NTN0B
(
1−2R)
h0 ln(1−δout)
+
(ND+NFB)N0B
(
2R−1)
E
{
h0|h0 ≥ µ
} )−1
= (1− pDTout )
RND
N0BTS(1−2R)
(
NT
h0 ln(1−δout)
− ND+NFB
µ+h0
)−1
. (3.75)
3.3 Optimal Location of Relays
In this section, the optimal location of cooperating relays is derived that maximizes the
average EE. Without loss of generality, we assume that source is located at the origin (0,0),
destination is located at (dsd,0), and the selected relays are relatively close to one another so
that their distances to the source are approximately the same. Furthermore, it is assumed that
diversity gains offered by relays are sufficiently high to keep the outage probability very low,
i.e., pCCout ≈ 0. In this case, the expressions in (3.63)-(3.66) can be simplified by replacing
conditional expectations with unconditional ones. Since maximizing the average EE while
maintaining the target rate R, is equivalent to minimizing the lower bound of average energy
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consumption, the optimal location of cooperating relays can be calculated as follows
ψopt(K,M)≈ argmin
ψ
(
ELBO (K,M,ψ)+E
LB
D (K,M,ψ)
)
, (3.76)
where ψ denotes the distance from the source along the direct line connecting source and
destination.
Proposition 6
The optimal position of cooperating relays is approximately given by
ψopt(K,M)≈
(
1+
(
α(K,M)
β (K,M)
) 1
ξ−1
)−1
dsd, (3.77)
where
α(K,M)
β (K,M)
> 1, ξ > 1,
α(K,M) =
M
R
+KND− NTln(1−δout) ,
β (K,M) = I{K=1}(K)ND
(
M
∑
j=1
1
j
)−1
− (1+K) NT
ln(1−δout)
+ I{2≤K≤M}(K)
(
ND
K
(
1+
M
∑
j=K+1
1
j
)−1
+NFB
(
M
∑
j=K
1
j
)−1)
.
Proof. Using Lemma 1, unconditional expectations, (3.45), and (3.46) follows
ELBO (K,M,ψ) = ET (K,M,ψ)+E
LB
M (M,ψ)+EINV + I{2≤K≤M}(K)E
LB
FB(K,M,ψ)
= N0BTS(2R−1)
(
NM
M
∑
i=1
1
E{hi} −NT
(
1
ln(1−δout)
)(
1
h
+
1
g
+Kmax
(
1
h
,
1
g
))
+ I{2≤K≤M}NFB
1
E{gK:M}
)
+NINVTSPmax
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= N0BTS(2R−1)
(
NM
M
h
−NT
(
1
ln(1−δout)
)(
1
h
+
1
g
+Kmax
(
1
h
,
1
g
))
+ I{2≤K≤M}NFB
1
g
(
M
∑
i=K
1
i
)−1)
+NINVTSPmax
=
(
4πd0
λc
)2 N0BTS (2R−1)
dξ0
((
M
R
− NT
ln(1−δout)
)
ψξ −
(
NT
ln(1−δout) − I{2≤K≤M}
NFB
(
M
∑
j=K
1
j
)−1)
(dsd−ψ)ξ −K NTln(1−δout) max
(
ψξ ,(dsd−ψ)ξ
))
+NINVTSPmax,
(3.78)
ELBD (K,M,ψ)
= EI,LBD (K,M,ψ)+ I{K=1}(K)E
II,LB
D (K = 1,M,ψ)+ I{2≤K≤M}(K)E
II,LB
D (K > 1,M,ψ)
= N0BNDTS(2R−1)
 1E{Hmin} + I{K=1}(K) 1E{g1:M} + I{2≤K≤M}(K) 1E{ K∑
j=1
gi:M
}

= N0BTS(2R−1)
(
KND
h
+ I{K=1}(K)
ND
g
(
M
∑
j=1
1
j
)−1
+ I{2≤K≤M}(K)
ND
Kg(
1+
M
∑
j=K+1
1
j
)−1)
=
(
4πd0
λc
)2 N0BTS (2R−1)
dξ0
(
KNDψξ +
(
I{K=1}(K)ND
(
M
∑
j=1
1
j
)−1
+ I{2≤K≤M}(K)
ND
K
(
1+
M
∑
j=K+1
1
j
)−1)
(dsd−ψ)ξ
)
. (3.79)
Using argmin
x
(a f (x)+b) = argmin
x
f (x), for constant a > 0,b, (3.78), and (3.79), the opti-
mization problem in (3.76) can be reformulated as
ψopt(K,M)≈ argmin
ψ
(
(CT +C
I
D+CM)ψ
ξ +(CT +C
II
D + I{2≤K≤M}(K)CFB)(dsd−ψ)ξ
+KCT max(ψξ ,(dsd−ψ)ξ )
)
, (3.80)
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where
CT =− NTln(1−δout) , C
I
D = KND, CM =
M
R
,
C IID = I{K=1}(K)ND
(
M
∑
j=1
1
j
)−1
+ I{2≤K≤M}(K)
ND
K
(
1+
M
∑
j=K+1
1
j
)−1
,
CFB = NFB
(
M
∑
j=K
1
j
)−1
.
In order to find ψopt(K,M), two different cases have to be investigated.
Case I: 0≤ ψ ≤ dsd2
Using the following substitutions in (3.80)
αI = CT +C ID+CM,
βI = (1+K)CT +C IID + I{2≤K≤M}(K)CFB,
the optimization problem is given as follows
min
ψ
αIψξ +βI(dsd−ψ)ξ
s.t.
ψ ≥ 0, ψ ≤ dsd
2
. (3.81)
It can be solved using KKT conditions [112]
ξ
(
αIψξ−1−βI(dsd−ψ)ξ−1
)
+λ1−λ2 = 0,
λ1
(
ψ− dsd
2
)
= 0,
λ2ψ = 0,
λ1 ≥ 0, λ2 ≥ 0.
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The above conditions are only fulfilled for
λ1 = λ2 = 0,
ψI =
(
1+
(
αI
βI
) 1
ξ−1
)−1
dsd. (3.82)
Case II: dsd2 < ψ ≤ dsd
Analogous to case I, it can be shown that
ψII =
(
1+
(
αII
βII
) 1
ξ−1
)−1
dsd. (3.83)
where
αII = (1+K)CT +C ID+CM,
βII = CT +C IID + I{2≤K≤M}(K)CFB,
As αII > αI and βII < βI
ψII <
(
1+
(
αI
βI
) 1
ξ−1
)−1
dsd, (3.84)
i.e., ψII < ψI and this violates ψII > dsd2 . Therefore, the optimal solution is ψopt = ψI .
From (3.77) it can be seen that the optimal source-to-relay distance increases with dsd and
the path-loss exponent ξ . The accuracy of (3.77) will be evaluated through simulation in
Section 3.5.
3.4 Overhead Analysis
The signalling overhead for the cooperative relaying system in Fig. 3.1 can be calculated as
Ωpro = (K+2)NT +
M+1
R
+ I{2≤K≤M}(K)NFB. (3.85)
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It consists of three main parts. The first part is the overhead for training from the source to
relays and from the destination to relays as well as the overhead for broadcasting training
symbols from the K selected relays. The second part represents the overhead to signal
the number of correctly decoding relays and to stop M−K relay timers. The last part is
the overhead needed to feedback the sum of K best channel power gains to the selected
relays. Since the feedback from the destination is only required for cooperative beamforming
(K ≥ 2), the feedback overhead is multiplied by the indicator function I{2≤K≤M}(K).
The signalling overhead for the cooperative relaying scheme in [20], which is referred to
as the reference scheme hereafter, can be calculated as
Ωre f =MNT +
(
Kre f + I{2≤Kre f≤M}(Kre f )
)
NFB, (3.86)
where the number of selected relays, Kre f , is given by
Kre f =

1, M ≤ 2
2, 3≤M ≤ 6 .
3, 7≤M ≤ 15
Compared to the reference scheme, the signalling overhead reduction achieved by the
proposed scheme is given by
Ωred =
(
Ωre f −Ωpro
Ωre f
)
100%
=
((
M−K−2
)
NT +
(
Kre f + I{2≤Kre f≤M}(Kre f )− I{2≤K≤M}(K)
)
NFB−M+1R
)
(
MNT +
(
Kre f + I{2≤Kre f≤M}(Kre f )
)
NFB
)−1
100%. (3.87)
When the number of correctly decoding relays approaches infinity, the overhead reduction
converges to
lim
M→∞
Ωred =
(
1− 1
RNT
)
100%, (3.88)
which depends only on the data rate (R) and the number of training symbols (NT ) used for
channel estimation. Increasing R and/or NT for both schemes would lead to more significant
overhead reduction by the proposed scheme.
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3.5 Simulation Results
The performance of the proposed cooperative relaying scheme and the accuracy of the
analytical results are evaluated through simulation. In the simulation, source and destination
are located at (0,0) and (dsd,0), respectively. The M(> 1) relays that can correctly decode
messages from the source, are situated close to one another with approximately the same
distance ψ from the source. System parameters as listed in Table 5.1 conform to 3GPP LTE-A
[113]. For illustration purposes we consider a single subcarrier with 16-QAM modulation,
i.e., R= 4. During training, one OFDM symbol (NT = 1) is transmitted at the target rate R
with outage probability δout = 0.12. The destination utilizes two OFDM symbols (NFB = 2)
to feedback the sum of second-hop channel power gains to the selected relays.
Table 3.1 System parameters
Carrier frequency, fc 2.0 GHz
Reference distance, d0 10 m
Path-loss exponent, ξ 4.0
Noise power spectral density, N0 -174 dBm/Hz
Maximum transmission power, Pmax 23 dBm
Subcarrier bandwidth, ∆ f 15 kHz
Symbol length, TS 66.7 µs
Data packet length (in OFDM symbols), ND 140
Source to destination distance, dsd 500 m
Fig. 3.2 shows both the analytically calculated and simulated collision probability
(pcoll,K,nmax) and relay selection time (Tsel,K) versus θ (= λ/∆g) for two different num-
bers of selected relays and M = 10. For a given ∆g (= NTTS), λ controls the trade-off
between pcoll,K,nmax and Tsel,K . It can be seen that with increasing λ , the collision probability
decreases, whereas the relay selection time increases. The results calculated using (3.6),
(3.10), and (3.11) are in close agreement with those obtained from simulation. For a given θ ,
selecting one more relay leads to a higher collision probability and a higher relay selection
time. In the following, we set θ = 70 as it provides a good trade-off between collision
probability and relay selection time, both of which will be included in the evaluation of EE
and spectral efficiency. With the parameter values in Table 5.1 and for M = 10, it can be
calculated using (3.6) and (3.18) that the minimum channel coherence time required for the
proposed scheme is 22ms, which is significantly shorter than the channel coherence time
Tcoh = 76.1ms for low mobility scenario (with speed of 3km/h).
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Fig. 3.2 Collision probability and relay selection time versus θ .
Fig. 3.3 plots the simulation results of average EE for ψ = 50m over different values of
M and K. It can be seen that the maximum average EE is achieved by selecting the K = 2
best relays. Furthermore, deploying all decoding relays, i.e., K =M (M > 2), for cooperative
beamforming exhibits the lowest EE, because the energy consumption for signalling overhead
outweighs the energy savings from cooperative beamforming. For a given K, a larger number
of correctly decoding relays (M) leads to a higher EE due to increased diversity gain.
Fig. 3.4 plots the optimal number of selected relays that maximizes the average EE
obtained through simulations versus the source-to-relay distance. For M = 3 and M = 5 (the
two curves overlap with each other), selecting the best two relays is optimal for source-to-
relay distances up to 150m, beyond which the best relay selection (K = 1) maximizes the EE.
This is because for long source-to-relay distances, the overhead energy consumption required
to select one additional relay plus the extra source transmission power required to reach the
additional relay in the first hop outweighs the energy savings from cooperative beamforming
in the second hop. In the case of M = 10, the threshold source-to-relay distance reduces to
130m due to increased relay transmission collision probability. The results may change with
different sizes of data packets (see Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10).
In Fig. 3.5, the accuracy of the approximate optimal location of cooperative relays from
(3.77) is evaluated by comparing it with simulation results. There is a good match between
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Fig. 3.3 Average energy efficiency versus the number of selected relays (K), for different
numbers of correctly decoding relays (M) and ψ = 50m.
Fig. 3.4 Optimal number of cooperating relays versus their location for different values of M.
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the theoretically calculated optimal location of relay(s) and that found through simulation
for both the best relay selection and the proposed scheme. Conforming to the observation in
Fig. 3.4, the optimal location of relays is closer to the source for the proposed scheme than
for the best relay selection. For both schemes, as M increases (e.g., due to better first-hop
channel conditions), the optimal location of relays gets only slightly closer to the source.
This indicates that the optimal location of relay(s) can be predicted using (3.77) for both the
proposed cooperative relaying scheme and the best relay selection, and the prediction does
not need to be updated frequently.
Fig. 3.5 Approximate optimal location of cooperative relays versus M.
In Fig. 3.6, the overhead reduction offered by the proposed scheme as compared to
the reference scheme [20] calculated using (3.87) is depicted versus M for three different
numbers of training symbols (NT ). The reduction in signalling overhead increases with
increasing M for all considered NT , due to the stronger dependence on M of the reference
scheme than the proposed scheme, as shown in (3.86). For M < 6, a smaller NT leads to
a higher reduction in signalling overhead; while for M > 8, a larger NT leads to a higher
overhead reduction. As it can be seen from (3.87), for small M, e.g., M = 3, M−K−2 < 0,
and increasing NT decreases the overhead reduction. According to (3.88) for large M, the
signalling overhead reduction increases with NT for given R. Significant increase of Ωred
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occurs from M = 6 to M = 7 because the reference scheme increases the number of selected
relays from 2 to 3 as M increases from 6 to 7 (see (3.86)).
Fig. 3.6 Overhead reduction of the proposed cooperative relaying scheme over the reference
scheme [20] for different numbers of training symbols NT .
Table 3.2 shows signalling overhead reduction for the proposed scheme compared to
the reference scheme [20] for different modulation orders and various numbers of training
symbols. Conform to (3.88), increasing modulation order and/or number of training symbols
leads to higher reduction in signalling overhead. For instance, increasing modulation order
from 4-QAM to 64-QAM for NT = 1, increases the overhead reduction from 36.11% to
56.48%.
Table 3.2 Signalling overhead reduction Ωred(%) compared to [20] for different modulation
orders, NT = 1,2 and M = 10
Modulation order 4-QAM 16-QAM 64-QAM
NT 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ωred(%) 36.11 44.64 51.39 54.46 56.48 57.73
In Fig. 3.7, the simulated average EE of the proposed scheme is compared to that of the
reference scheme [20] for three different locations of cooperative relays. In [20], the source
transmits data packets with a fixed transmission power. The M correctly decoding relays
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each transmit a training symbol to the destination, which performs channel estimation and
selects the Kre f relays (as shown in Section 3.4) with the highest second-hop channel power
gains. The destination feeds back first the corresponding channel power gain to each selected
relay and then the sum of the Kre f channel power gains to all of them. The performance of
the reference scheme with fixed source transmit power (Pmax) is nearly independent of the
relay location and the value of M. For a more comprehensive comparison, it is assumed that
the source knows the minimum power required to reach all M correctly decoding relays, so
that the reference scheme is also able to use adaptive source transmission power. The EE of
the reference scheme is significantly improved due to the use of adaptive source transmission
power. For M > 2, the proposed scheme offers higher EE than the reference scheme (with
adaptive source transmit power) for all three cases, and the gap between the two schemes
increases with M for each given relay location. This is mainly because of two reasons.
First, the proposed scheme enables the source to adapt its transmission power to reach only
the K selected relays (K ≤M), while the reference scheme requires a source transmission
power that can reach all the M correctly decoding relays. Second, the energy consumption
for signalling overhead is reduced in the proposed scheme. In contrary to the reference
scheme that loses EE with increasing M for large values of M, the proposed scheme is able
to maintain a stable EE at large values of M, indicating a much better scalability.
Comparison of average EE between the proposed cooperative relaying scheme, best relay
selection, and direct transmission using adaptive transmission power is depicted in Fig. 3.8,
where the position of cooperating relays is set at ψ = dsd/10 for different dsd . Fig. 3.8
presents both simulation results and theoretical results calculated using (3.60) and (3.75)
for cooperative and direct transmissions, respectively. It can be seen that the theoretical
results closely match the simulation results. Direct transmission is more energy efficient than
the proposed scheme and best relay selection for dsd < 300m, as it requires less signalling
overhead. As dsd increases, the EE of cooperative communications decreases much slower
than direct transmission, leading to a higher EE for dsd ≥ 300m. This is because cooperative
communications have lower outage probability and can use lower transmission power than
direct transmission for long source-to-destination distances, due to the cooperative gains.
The proposed scheme achieves higher EE than the best relay selection, because deploying
one more relay offers higher cooperative gains.
Fig. 3.9 shows the simulation results of the average EE over different data packet sizes
ND for the proposed scheme and best relay selection. In all considered cases, increasing
data packet size leads to higher EE, as data transmission becomes the dominant part in
overall energy consumption and the impact of overhead diminishes. As shown in Fig. 3.3,
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Fig. 3.7 Average energy efficiency for the proposed cooperative relaying scheme and the
reference scheme [20] for three different locations of cooperating relays.
Fig. 3.8 Average energy efficiency comparison between direct transmission and cooperative
communications for ψ = dsd/10.
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for ND = 140 OFDM symbols, the optimal number of relays for cooperative beamforming
is limited to K = 2 by the related signalling overhead. For ND > 200 OFDM symbols, the
optimal number of relays selected for cooperative beamforming increases to 3, because the
impact of overhead on EE is mitigated by long data packets. The increase of K leads to a
higher cooperative beamforming gain, which further improves the EE.
Fig. 3.9 Average energy efficiency versus data packet length for different M and K, and
ψ = 50m.
Fig. 3.10 plots the optimal number of selected relays (K) that maximizes the average
EE obtained through simulation versus data packet size (ND) for three different values of M.
Due to the same reason as explained for Fig. 3.9, the optimal number of cooperating relays
increases with the data packet length for each given M. Moreover, for a large data packet
size (e.g., ND > 200 OFDM symbols), K also increases with M, because increasing M offers
a higher diversity gain, thus allowing the recruiting of more relays.
In the following, a comparison of spectral efficiency (SE) is included to make the
performance evaluation more comprehensive. The SE of direct transmission is given by [18]
SEDT = (1− pDTout )
R
B
(
Tcoh−TDTO
Tcoh
)
, (3.89)
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Fig. 3.10 Optimal number of cooperating relays versus data packet size for different values
of M and ψ = 50m.
where pDTout and Tcoh are the outage probability of direct transmission and channel coherence
time, respectively, and TDTO = (NT +NFB)TS denotes the overhead transmission time (i.e.,
source training and destination feedback for CSI) of direct transmission. With the half-duplex
DF relays, which cannot receive and transmit simultaneously in the same band, the SE of the
proposed cooperative relaying scheme can be calculated as
SECC =
1
2
(1− pCCout)(1− pcoll,K,nmax)
R
B
(
Tcoh−Tsel,K−TCCO
Tcoh
)
, (3.90)
where the factor 1/2 results from the two-hop half-duplex transmission, pCCout is given in (3.20),
and TCCO =
(
(K+2)NT +NFB+ M+1R
)
TS is the overhead transmission time of cooperative
relaying.
Fig. 3.11 shows the SE of the proposed scheme, the best relay selection, and the reference
scheme [20] normalized with respect to that of direct transmission (i.e, SECC/SEDT ) versus
dsd for M = 10 and two different modulation orders. The normalized SE of the best relay
selection and the proposed scheme in the ideal case without any relay transmission collision
or delay due to relay selection (i.e., pcoll,K,nmax = 0, Tsel,K = 0) is also plotted. In the ideal
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Fig. 3.11 Normalized spectral efficiency comparison between best relay selection, the pro-
posed scheme and the reference scheme for M = 10, 16-QAM and 64-QAM.
case, the proposed scheme and the best relay selection achieve the same SE. It can be seen
that with relay transmission collisions and relay selection time taken into account, the SE of
the proposed scheme is reasonably close to that of the ideal case. This shows that the loss of
SE caused by the proactive relay subset selection in the proposed scheme is reasonably low.
In most cases considered in Fig. 3.11, the normalized SE is less than one, i.e., cooperative
communications are less spectral efficient than direct transmission. This is mainly due to the
factor 1/2 in (3.90) of half-duplex relaying. For each considered modulation, the normalized
SE of the proposed scheme and the best relay selection is much higher and increases much
faster with dsd than that of the reference scheme. This indicates that while the SE of direct
transmission decreases with dsd , the proposed scheme and the best relay selection achieve
much higher SE than the reference scheme at long source-to-destination distances. The
reason is that the reference scheme requires the relays to transmit on orthogonal subcarriers
in order to ensure the orthogonality between relay transmissions during the training phase
[20], while in the proposed scheme relays contend with each other for the same subcarrier.
For 64-QAM and dsd > 860m, the proposed scheme is more spectral efficient than direct
transmission. The proposed scheme exhibits slightly lower SE than the best relay selection
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owing to the higher collision probability and longer relay selection time for deploying more
relays.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, an energy-efficient and low signalling overhead cooperative relaying scheme
is proposed that selects a subset of DF relays for cooperative beamforming in a proactive
manner by relays using their local timers. Theoretical analysis of EE under maximum trans-
mission power constraint, with practical data packet length, and considering the overhead for
obtaining CSI, relay selection, and cooperative beamforming is carried out. The accuracy of
derived expression of average EE and closed-form approximate expression for the optimal
location of relays that maximizes EE has been verified by simulation results. The analytical
and simulation results have shown that the proposed scheme not only reduces the signalling
overhead significantly, but also exhibits higher EE compared to the existing energy-efficient
cooperative relaying scheme [20], best relay selection, all relay selection, and direct trans-
mission, especially for relays located close to the source. It is also demonstrated that EE of
cooperative relaying increases with data packet size under the constraint of channel coherence
time. The obtained results can be used as a guideline for developing dynamic energy-efficient
cooperative transmission strategies that can adapt to different channel and system conditions.
Chapter 4
Energy Efficiency of Location-Aware
Clustered Cooperative Beamforming
without Destination Feedback
The conventional cooperative beamforming schemes require channel state information (CSI)
exchanges among nodes, which increase energy consumption and are susceptible to quantiza-
tion errors in practical systems.
In this Chapter, an energy-efficient and location-aware clustered cooperative beamforming
scheme with low-overhead timer based relay selection is proposed. In the proposed scheme,
relays know the locations and can overhear transmissions of each other. Utilizing the location
awareness, the timers set at the relays and their overhearing capabilities, the proposed scheme
requires no CSI feedback from the destination to calculate optimal beamforming weights.
The Chapter is organised as follows. In Section 4.1 the system model of the proposed
cooperative communication scheme is described. Section 4.2 analyses the associated energy
efficiency (EE). Simulation results are presented in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4 summary is
given.
4.1 System Model
One source-destination pair and N decode-and-forward (DF) relays are considered. The chan-
nel power gains from the source to relay Ri and from relay Ri to the destination are denoted
by hi and gi (i= 1, . . . ,N), respectively, which follow independent exponential distributions
with the corresponding means hi = (λc/4πd0)2 (dsi/d0)−ξ and gi = (λc/4πd0)
2 (did/d0)
−ξ .
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Thereby, λc is the carrier wavelength, d0 is the reference distance, dsi and did are the dis-
tances from source to relay Ri and from relay Ri to the destination, respectively, and ξ is
the path-loss exponent. It is assumed that the clustered relays are relatively close to one
another leading to approximately same distances to the source and destination, i.e., hi = h and
gi = g (i= 1, . . . ,N), and the relays within the cluster can overhear each other’s transmissions
and know their own and each other’s locations [38]. Furthermore, reciprocal channels are
considered that remain the same during training, relay selection and transmission of a data
packet. Each node deploys a single antenna, and is subject to additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) with spectral density of N0. Perfect channel estimation at each node is assumed.
The communication between each pair of nodes is performed with fixed rate R (bits/symbol)
and bandwidth B (Hz).
An energy-efficient and overhead-aware cooperative relaying scheme is proposed that
consists of three main phases: relay channel estimation, relay selection and data transmission.
4.1.1 Relay Channel Estimation Phase
Training symbols are transmitted from the source and the destination to enable the relays to
estimate the corresponding channels. The training transmission powers for the first hop PST
and the second hop PDT are chosen such that they support rate R with outage probability δout ,
i.e.,
PST = N0B
1−2R
h ln(1−δout)
, (4.1)
PDT = N0B
1−2R
g ln(1−δout) , (4.2)
where h and g are the corresponding mean channel power gains.
4.1.2 Relay Selection Phase
Relays R j ( j = 1, . . . ,N) with the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) γs j of the signal received from
the source no less than the threshold γth = 2R−1 form a relay cluster
R = {R1≤ j≤N : γs j ≥ γth}
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, where γth is calculated from Shannon’s capacity formula. As it will be shown in Section 4.3,
the source has to obtain the relay cluster size M = |R|, in order to select the optimal number
of relays K that maximizes EE of the cooperative relaying system. Hereafter, the M relays R j
( j = 1, . . . ,M) in the setR are numbered in descending order of their second-hop channel
power gains, i.e., g1:M > .. . > g j:M > .. . > gM:M. To help the source obtain the value of M,
each relay in setR sends one bit "1" to the source. The overall transmit power used by the
M relays to signal cluster size M to the source is given by
PM =
M
∑
j=1
P jM = N0B(2
R−1)
M
∑
j=1
1
h j
. (4.3)
At the same time, each relay R j ∈R, starts a timer as follows
t j:M = λ/g j:M, g1:M > g2:M > .. . > gM:M, (4.4)
where λ is a constant parameter in unit of time [35]. Accordingly, the timer of the relay with
the strongest second-hop channel power gain expires first, followed by the second strongest
relay to destination link and so on.
Relay R j broadcasts training symbols and its relay index (RI) with the transmit power
PRT = P
S
T when its timer t j expires. In order to avoid collisions between relay transmissions,
relay R j inserts a guard interval of ( j−1)∆g in addition to its timer duration t j:M as depicted
in Fig. 4.1, where ∆g is given by
Fig. 4.1 Proposed guard interval insertion mechanism for the K selected relays.
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∆g = NT +NRI = NT +
⌈log2(N)⌉
R
, N ≥ 2, (4.5)
where NT and NRI are the numbers of symbols used for training and to signal RI, respectively.
Although the relays R j ( j= 1, . . . ,M) in setR do not know their ranking in the set, the guard
interval insertion shown in Fig. 4.1 can be achieved by each relay that still has an unexpired
timer inserting an interval of ∆g in addition to its timer duration every time it overhears the
transmission from another relay. More specifically, relay R1 does not need to insert any guard
interval because its timer expires first and it transmits first; relays R2, . . . ,RM each insert a
time interval of ∆g once they overhear the transmission of relay R1; relays R3, . . . ,RM each
insert an additional time interval of ∆g when they overhear the transmission from relay R2.
This continues until the first K timers (belonging to the K selected relays) have expired. The
value of K is determined through simulations as it will be shown in Section 4.4. The residual
collision probability due to propagation delays between the relays, which have not been
considered in the above guard interval insertion scheme, is negligible as the clustered relays
are close to each other.
Let xi and x j be the locations of relays Ri and R j, respectively. Using the timing diagram
shown in Fig. 4.2, relays Ri and R j can obtain each other’s second hop channel power gains
without CSI feedback from the destination as follows
Fig. 4.2 Timing diagram for relays Ri and R j for exchange of RI and training symbols, where
i< j.
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gi:M =
λ
ti j− (i−1)∆g− tprop , (4.6)
g j:M =
λ
t ji− ( j−1)∆g− tprop , (4.7)
where ti j (t ji) is the time duration from the point in time when relay R j (Ri) starts its timer
until it overhears the transmissions from relay Ri (R j), tprop=
∥∥xi− x j∥∥2 /c is the propagation
delay between Ri and R j, and c is the speed of light.
As soon as the source gets the training symbols of the first K relays, it requests the
remaining M−K relays to invalidate their timers and not to transmit any training symbols by
broadcasting a single bit "0" with the maximum transmit power Pmax.
Different from the Chapter 3, CSI feedback from the destination is dispensable. Conse-
quently K selected relays are not required to transmit NT training symbols to the destination.
In this way, the energy consumption for the overhead can be reduced and as it will be shown
in Section 4.3 more relays can be recruited for cooperative beamforming leading to higher
beamforming gains.
4.1.3 Data Transmission Phase
The source estimates the first-hop CSI of the K selected relays based on the training symbols
received from them, and then transmits data packets with the adaptive transmission power
given by
PAD =
N0B(2R−1)
min{h1, . . . ,hK} . (4.8)
In the second hop, the selected K relays forward the received data packet from the source to
the destination using cooperative beamforming. The overall transmission power for this case
is given by
PCB = N0B(2R−1)
K
∑
i=1
(
1√
gi:M
K
∑
j=1
g j:M
)−2
. (4.9)
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4.2 Analysis of Energy Efficiency
Without loss of generality, the relay cluster size M ≥ 2 is assumed. The instantaneous EE
can be calculated as
EECC(K,M,ψ) =

RND
EO(K,M,ψ)+ED(K,M,ψ)
, gK:M ≥ µ = N0B(2R−1)/Pmax
0, otherwise
, (4.10)
where ψ and ND are the relay cluster location and the data packet length, respectively. EO(.)
is the energy consumed for signalling overhead and ED(.) denotes the energy consumed for
data transmission. Since M ≥ 2, outage can occur only in the second hop if gK:M < µ . For
this case instantaneous EE is zero.
EO(.) incorporates the energy consumed for training (ET (.)), for relay signalling M to
the source (EM(.)) and for the source requesting non-selected relays to invalidate their timers
(EINV ), i.e.,
EO(K,M,ψ) = ET (K,M,ψ)+EM(M,ψ)+EINV , (4.11)
where
ET (K,M,ψ) = N0BTS
(
1−2R
ln(1−δout)
)(
K(NT +NRI)+NT
h
+
NT
g
)
, (4.12)
EM(M,ψ) = NMTSN0B(2R−1)
M
∑
i=1
1
hi
, (4.13)
EINV = NINVTSPmax, (4.14)
in which NM and NINV are the numbers of symbols used for signalling M to source and for
invalidating relay timers, respectively. TS denotes symbol duration.
The energy consumption for data transmission ED(.) consists of two parts: energy
consumed in the first hop EID(.) and that in the second hop E
II
D (.), i.e.,
ED(K,M,ψ) = EID(K,M,ψ)+
EIID (K = 1,M,ψ), K = 1EIID (K > 1,M,ψ), K > 1 . (4.15)
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The energy consumed in the first hop is given by
EID(K,M,ψ) = NDTSN0B
(
2R−1
min(h1, . . . ,hK)
)
. (4.16)
The energy consumptions during the second hop data transmission for K = 1 and K > 1 are
given by
EIID (K = 1,M,ψ) = NDTSN0B
(
2R−1
g1:M
)
, (4.17)
EIID (K > 1,M,ψ) = NDTSN0B(2
R−1)
K
∑
i=1
(
1√
gi:M
K
∑
j=1
g j:M
)−2
. (4.18)
4.3 Simulation Results
The performance of the proposed cooperative relaying scheme in terms of average EE is
evaluated through simulations. Average EE is obtained by averaging of instantaneous EE
from (4.10) over 105 different channel realizations. In the simulations, the source and the
destination are placed at the origin (0,0) and at (dsd ,0), respectively. The values of simulation
parameters are set according to 3GPP LTE-A [113], and are listed in Table 5.1. A single
subcarrier and 16-QAM modulation (R = 4 bits/symbol) are considered. NT = 1 OFDM
symbol is used for training with transmission power PT to satisfy the target rate R with the
outage probability δout = 0.1.
Table 4.1 Simulation parameters
Carrier frequency, fc 2.0 GHz
Reference distance, d0 10 m
Path-loss exponent, ξ 4.0
Noise power spectral density, N0 -174 dBm/Hz
Maximum transmission power, Pmax 23 dBm
Subcarrier bandwidth, ∆ f 15 kHz
Symbol length, TS 66.7 µs
Data packet length (in OFDM symbols), ND 140
Source to destination distance, dsd 500 m
Fig. 4.3 depicts the average EE over different numbers of selected relays (K) for relay
cluster located relatively close to the source (ψ = 50m). Average EE increases with increasing
number of selected relays (K) because of the cooperative beamforming gains and the resulting
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energy savings. We can see that for M ≤ 3, K =M maximizes the EE. While for 3 <M ≤ 9,
K = M− 1 and for M = 10, K = 8 maximize the EE. For M > 3, recruiting all available
relays for cooperative beamforming (i.e, K =M) does not lead to the highest EE, due to the
additional overhead energy consumption and high outage probability caused by the M−K
relays that will not be selected by our proposed scheme. The average EE also increases with
M for a given K, mainly due to the higher diversity gain offered by a larger M.
The impact of relay cluster location on the average EE for different relay selection
schemes is depicted in Fig. 4.4. The proposed cooperative relaying scheme outperforms both
the best relay selection and all relay selection schemes for relay cluster locations relatively
close to the source. This is because the proposed scheme selects the optimal number of relays
for a given M according to Fig. 4.3.
Fig. 4.3 Average energy efficiency over different number of selected relays K and various
values of M.
Fig. 4.5 shows that in addition to M, the number of selected relays depends also on the
relay cluster location. For all the considered values of relay cluster size M, the optimal
number of selected relays K decreases when the relay cluster locates further away from
the source. This is due to the fact that with increasing source-to-relay distance, the energy
consumption in the first hop starts to dominate the overall energy consumption. Therefore, the
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Fig. 4.4 Average energy efficiency over relay cluster location for different relay selection
schemes.
additional energy consumed in the first hop by recruiting more relays cannot be compensated
with energy savings in the second hop through cooperative beamforming.
In Fig. 4.6, the average EE of the proposed scheme is compared to the cooperative relaying
scheme in [20] for three different relay cluster locations: close to the source (ψ = 50m),
in the middle (ψ = 250m) and close to the destination (ψ = 450m). It can be observed
from Fig. 4.6 that the average EE of the proposed scheme decreases with the increasing
distance of the relay cluster from the source, while the average EE of the scheme in [20] is
independent of the relay cluster location and the value of M. This is because the proposed
scheme uses adaptive source transmission power that increases with higher source-to-relay
distances, while the reference scheme of [20] uses maximum source transmission power
and is less sensitive to relay cluster position. For all different locations of relay cluster and
different values of M considered, the proposed scheme outperforms the cooperative relaying
scheme in [20]. In addition to using adaptive source transmission power and reducing energy
consumption for overhead, the proposed scheme removes the requirement of destination
feeding back second-hop CSI for cooperative beamforming and can thus employ more
relays for cooperative beamforming as compared to [20], leading to higher cooperative
beamforming gains that further increase EE.
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Fig. 4.5 The optimal number of selected relays over their locations and different values of M.
Fig. 4.6 Average energy efficiency comparison between the proposed cooperative relaying
scheme and the reference scheme [20] for three different cluster locations.
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Fig. 4.7 compares the average EE of the direct communication, best relay selection and
the proposed scheme for different distances from source to destination (dsd). For the direct
communication the destination uses NFB = 2 OFDM symbols to feeback estimated CSI to the
source. The direct communication needs much less overhead as compared to the cooperative
communications. Therefore, it is more energy efficient for relative short source-to-destination
distances (dsd ≤ 275m), over which a reliable direct communication link can be set up. As
dsd increases, the average EE of the proposed scheme decreases much slower than that of
the direct communication. For dsd > 275m, the proposed scheme outperforms the direct
communication. At relatively long source-to-destination distances, the proposed scheme
achieves the highest EE among the three considered scheme, because the diversity and
beamforming gains of the proposed scheme enables it to use lower transmission power and
achieve lower outage probability than the direct communication and the best relay selection
scheme.
Fig. 4.7 Average energy efficiency over different source-to-destination distances dsd for direct
communication, best relay selection and the proposed scheme. Relay cluster location is set
to ψ = dsd/10.
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4.4 Summary
In this chapter, a new cooperative relaying scheme is proposed that combines low-overhead
timer-based relay selection, location-awareness, and energy-efficient cooperative beamform-
ing without requiring CSI feedback from the destination. In order to avoid collisions between
relay transmissions, a mechanism is introduced, where the selected relays insert appropriate
guard intervals before their transmissions. The system EE with maximum transmission
power constraint and considering the overhead to perform channel estimation, relay selection
and cooperative beamforming is analysed. The number of relays and cluster location that
maximize the EE have been identified. It is shown that the proposed cooperative relaying
scheme using the optimal number of selected relays outperforms the reference scheme [20],
the best relay selection, all relay selection and direct communication.
Chapter 5
Energy-and Spectral-Efficient Adaptive
Forwarding Strategy for Two-Hop
Device-to-Device Communications
Overlaying Cellular Networks
Device-to-device (D2D) communications facilitate user equipments (UEs) to communicate
directly to each other utilizing cellular resources. It is considered as a key technique to
enhance energy efficiency (EE) and spectral efficiency (SE) of cellular networks. In reality,
the channel conditions between the source UE (SUE) and the destination UE (DUE) may not
be favourable for direct transmissions. In this case, two-hop D2D communications can be
deployed, where relay UEs (RUEs) forward data of the SUE to the DUE.
In this Chapter, an energy- and spectral-efficient optimal adaptive forwarding strategy
(OAFS) for two-hop D2D communications is proposed where RUEs adaptively and in
distributed manner choose between best relay forwarding (BRF) and cooperative relay
beamforming (CRB) with optimal number of RUEs. In addition, a sub-optimal adaptive
forwarding strategy (SAFS) that switches between BRF and CRB with two RUEs is proposed
to lower the computational complexity. The average EE and SE of OAFS and SAFS are
investigated considering maximum transmission power constraint, circuit power consumption
and the overhead for acquisition of channel state information (CSI), forwarding mode
selection, and cooperative beamforming.
The Chapter is organized as follows. The system model is presented in Section 5.1.
The proposed optimal and sub-optimal adaptive forwarding strategies for two-hop D2D
communications are described in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 analyses the average EE and
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SE for two-hop D2D communications utilizing the proposed forwarding strategies, direct
D2D communications, and cellular communications. The simulation results are presented in
Section 5.4. Finally, the paper is summarized in Section 5.5.
5.1 System Model
A D2D communications overlaying a cellular network is considered as depicted in Fig. 5.1.
The SUE intends to transmit data packets to the DUE. The data transmission from SUE to
DUE can be realized in three different ways: conventional cellular communications via the
BS, direct D2D communications between SUE and DUE, and two-hop D2D communications
through half-duplex decode-and-forward (DF) RUEs. The channel power gains between any
two nodes are exponentially distributed and are represented as follows: hB is the channel
power gain between SUE and BS; h0 is the channel power gain between SUE and DUE; hi
(i=1,. . .,N) denotes the channel power gain from SUE to RUEi; gB is the channel power gain
between BS and DUE; and gi (i=1,. . .,N) denotes the channel power gain from RUEi to DUE.
It is assumed that only RUE1≤i≤|D | can correctly decode the received data from SUE and are
BS 
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RUE𝑁 
|D|+1 
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Fig. 5.1 Different communication modes between SUE and DUE.
eligible for forwarding the data. Reciprocal channels and single-antenna nodes are assumed
that are subject to the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with power spectral density
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of N0. Perfect channel estimation at each node is assumed. The communication between
each pair of nodes is performed with fixed rate R (bits/symbol) and bandwidth B (Hz). The
scenario with orthogonal channel allocation between cellular and D2D communications is
considered [11]. Furthermore, both transmission power and circuit power consumption are
taken into account. Each UE has the same circuit power consumption PUEC , while the BS
circuit power consumption is PBSC . It is assumed that P
UE
C and P
BS
C are constant and are the
same for both transmitter and receiver. All UEs and the BS are constrained by the maximum
transmission power PUEMAX and P
BS
MAX , respectively.
5.2 Two-Hop D2D Communications with the Proposed For-
warding Strategies
In two-hop D2D communications, SUE transmits its data to DUE with the help of DF RUEs
that forward the decoded data to DUE.
In this section, two adaptive forwarding strategies for two-hop D2D communications
are proposed: an optimal adaptive forwarding strategy (OAFS) and a sub-optimal adaptive
forwarding strategy (SAFS). OAFS and SAFS select adaptively between two forwarding
modes: BRF and CRB depending on which of them has the higher instantaneous EE. In
addition, an approach to select the forwarding mode in a distributed manner is proposed.
5.2.1 Optimal Adaptive Forwarding Strategy (OAFS)
As shown in Fig.5.2, two-hop D2D communications with the proposed OAFS consists of
three main activities: training to obtain CSI for both hops at each RUE, forwarding mode
selection, and data transmission. The proposed OAFS is summarized in Algorithm 1 and is
explained in the following.
Training
At time instants t0 and t1, NT training symbols are transmitted from SUE to RUEs and from
DUE to RUEs, respectively. The N available RUEs estimate the corresponding channels. It is
assumed that RUEi (i=1,. . .,N) are relatively close to each other, resulting in approximately
the same distance to SUE (dSR) and to DUE (dRD), respectively.
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Fig. 5.2 Timing diagram for two-hop D2D communications with the proposed OAFS.
The energy consumed for the training can be calculated as follows,
EMT =
(
2(N+1)PUEC +P
S,M
T +P
D,M
T
)
NTTS, (5.1)
where,
PS,MT =
1−2R
hM ln(1−δout)
PN , hM = 1/
(
PLDd
ξd
SR
)
, (5.2)
PD,MT =
1−2R
gM ln(1−δout)
PN , gM = 1/
(
PLDd
ξd
RD
)
. (5.3)
TS = 1/B is the symbol duration; hM and gM denote the mean channel power gains of the
first hop and the second hop, respectively; PN = N0B denotes the noise power; PLD is a path
loss constant for D2D communications; and ξd is the path loss exponent.
All RUEi (i=1,. . .,N) with the channel power gains hi no less than the threshold for
successful decoding, θth = (2R−1)PN/PUEMAX , become part of the main-cluster
D = {RUE1≤i≤N : hi ≥ θth}.
Adaptive Forwarding Strategy
At time t2(> t1), the procedure for forwarding mode selection is initiated, and each UE
belonging to the main-cluster D starts a timer τ j = λ/g j, where λ is a constant parameter
in unit of time [35]. The RUE1:|D | with the shortest timer τ1:|D |, i.e., the strongest channel
to DUE, becomes part of the forwarding set F = {RUE1:|D |} and transmits NT training
symbol to SUE with transmission power PR,MT = P
S,M
T . All RUE j ∈D \{RUE1:|D |} put their
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timers on hold when they overhear the transmission of training symbols from RUE1:|D |.
SUE performs channel estimation to obtain the first-hop CSI of RUE1:|D | and calculates the
minimum transmit power to reach RUE1:|D |, PID,1:|D | =
(
2R−1)PN/h1.
Due to the broadcast property of wireless channels, the other RUE j ∈D \{RUE1:|D |}may
still correctly decode the data transmitted with power PID,1:|D | and can potentially improve
the EE through CRB. This is because the RUE with the strongest channel to DUE is selected
which does not necessarily have the strongest channel to SUE. As RUE j ∈D \{RUE1:|D |}
do not know PID,1:|D | and hence do not know whether they can improve EE or not, SUE
broadcasts a triggering symbol with power PID,1:|D |. All RUE j ∈ D \ {RUE1:|D |} that can
correctly decode this symbol constitute the RUE sub-cluster
S =
{
RUE j ∈D \{RUE1:|D |} : h j ≥
(2R−1)PN
PID,1:|D |
}
and resume their timers.
The best RUE in the sub-cluster S , RUE1:|S |, with the shortest timer τ1:|S | becomes
part ofF , thus CRB is selected as the forwarding strategy, if RUE1:|D | cannot support target
rate R with PUEMAX , i.e., outage occurred or it improves the instantaneous EE (lines 26-29 in
Algorithm 1), otherwise BRF is chosen as the forwarding strategy. Subsection 5.2.3 explains
in more details how RUE1:|S | finds out whether one of the conditions mentioned above is
satisfied or not. In the case that CRB is selected as forwarding strategy, RUE1:|S | broadcasts
a notification symbol with power
PR,MN =
1−2R
ln(1−δout)PLD(2r)
ξdPN , (5.4)
which satisfies the target outage probability δout at the maximum distance 2r, where r is
the radius of main cluster D . As soon as receiving the notification symbol from RUE1:|S |,
RUE j ∈S \{RUE1:|S |} with still unexpired timers will update their timers to τ j = τ j+TS,
in order to avoid possible collisions between RUEs transmissions. The procedure of RUEs
joining F , transmitting a notification symbol and remaining RUEs in S updating their
timers (line 28-31) continues with second best, then third best RUEs inS and so on until all
RUEs fromS become part ofF (line 25) or none of the conditions in line 27 is satisfied.
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The energy consumption for the forwarding mode selection is given by
EMS,F =
((
(NT +1)(|D |+1)+(|F |−1)(|S |+1)
)
PUEC
+NTP
R,M
T +P
I
D,1:|D|+(|F |−1)PR,MN
)
TS. (5.5)
It is composed of two main parts. The first part is the circuit energy consumption for
transmission and reception of NT training symbols transmitted from RUE1:|D |, a triggering
symbol broadcast from the source and notification symbols sent from the selected RUEs. The
second part represents the related transmission energy consumption for NT training symbols,
a triggering symbol, and |F |−1 notification symbols.
Data Transmission
At time instant t3(> t2), the data transmission stage (composed of two equally long time
intervals) starts. In the first time interval, SUE transmits data packets with transmission power
PID,1:|D | that are decoded only by RUEi ∈F . In the second time interval, all RUEi ∈F
forward the decoded data packets with the optimal transmission power given by
PIID,i =

(2R−1)PN/g1:|D |, BRF
(2R−1)PN
(
∑
RUE j∈F
g j/
√
gi
)−2
, CRB
. (5.6)
The overall energy consumed for data transmission is given by
EMD,F =
(
2(1+ |F |)PUEC +PID,1:|D |+ ∑
RUEi∈F
PIID,i
)
TD, (5.7)
where TD = NDTS, and ND is the number of symbols per data packet. EMD,F consists of two
main components. The first component encompasses circuit energy consumption for source
transmitting a data packet and |F | selected RUEs receiving it as well as |F | selected RUEs
forwarding data packet and destination receiving it. The second component represents the
energy consumed for data transmission from the source to the destination over |F | selected
RUEs.
From (5.6) it can be seen that for CRB each RUEi ∈F needs to know the second-hop
channel power gains of all the other RUE j ∈F \{RUEi}, in order to calculate the optimal
transmission power. RUEi ∈F can obtain each others second-hop channel power gains in
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Algorithm 1: Two-hop D2D communications with OAFS.
1 i= 1, l = 1, D = /0,S = /0;
2 SUE and DUE transmit NT training symbols with powers P
S,M
T and P
D,M
T , respectively.
Each RUE1≤i≤N , estimates the corresponding hi and gi;
3 θth = (2R−1)PN/PUEMAX ;
4 while i≤ N do
5 if hi ≥ θth then
6 D =D ∪{RUEi};
7 end
8 i= i+1;
9 end
10 All RUE j ∈D , start timers τ j = λ/g j;
11 RUE1:|D | transmits NT symbols to SUE with power P
R,M
T = P
S,M
T ;
12 DRES =D \{RUE1:|D |};
13 Each RUEl ∈DRES puts its timer on hold if it overhears transmission from RUE1:|D |;
14 SUE transmits a triggering symbol with minimum power to reach RUE1:|D |, PID,1:|D |;
15 while l ≤ |D | do
16 if RUEl ∈DRES && hl ≥ (2R−1)PN/PID,1:|D | then
17 S =S ∪{RUEl};
18 end
19 l = l+1;
20 end
21 F = {RUE1:|D |};
22 if |S |> 0 then
23 All RUEi ∈S resume their timers τi;
24 SRES =S ;
25 while |SRES|> 0 do
26 F+ =F ∪{RUE1:|SRES|};
27 if EEMF == 0 || EEMF+ > EEMF then
28 F =F+;
29 RUE1:|SRES| transmits a notification symbol with power P
R,M
N ;
30 SRES =SRES \{RUE1:|SRES|};
31 All RUEi ∈SRES update their timers τi = τi+TS;
32 else
33 break;
34 end
35 end
36 end
37 SUE transmits data with power PID,1:|D |;
38 if |F |== 1 then
39 RUE1:|D | forwards data to DUE with power PIID,1:|D |;
40 else
41 All RUEi ∈F cooperatively beamform data towards DUE with powers PIID,i;
42 end
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a distributed way through overhearing the notification symbols sent upon the expiration of
their timers. It is assumed that at time tk, RUEk ∈S \{RUE j:|S |} overhears the notification
symbol sent from RUE j:|S |, then RUEk ∈S \{RUE j:|S |} can acquire g j:|S | using (4.6) as
follows
g j:|S | =
λ
tk− t2− ( j+1)TS , (5.8)
where t2 is the time instant when all RUE j ∈ D start their timers. It is assumed that the
propagation delay within the main cluster D is negligible compared to the RUE selection
time.
Instantaneous EE and SE
The instantaneous EE and SE for two-hop D2D communications with OAFS are given by
EEMF =

RND
EMT +E
M
S,F+E
M
D,F
, ∑
RUEi∈F
gi ≥ θth
0, otherwise
, (5.9)
SEMF =

1
2
R
B
TD
TD+TMO,F
, ∑
RUEi∈F
gi ≥ θth
0, otherwise
, (5.10)
where
TMO,F = (3NT + |F |)TS+
λ/g1:|D |, |F |= 1λ/g|F |−1:|S |, |F |> 1 ,
is the time consumed for the related overhead. Outage
(
EEMF = 0,SE
M
F = 0
)
occurs when
the RUEs in the forwarding setF cannot support target rate R in the second-hop with PUEMAX .
5.2.2 Sub-Optimal Adaptive Forwarding Strategy (SAFS)
To reduce the computational complexity of (5.12), a low-complexity SAFS is proposed, as
shown in Algorithm 2. In SAFS, only the best RUE inS , i.e., with the shortest timer τ1:|S |,
evaluates the condition in (5.12). If (5.12) is satisfied, then CRB is selected as forwarding
mode, where RUE1:|D | and RUE1:|S | cooperatively forward the received data using the
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optimal transmission powers given in (5.6). Otherwise, BRF is chosen as the forwarding
mode, where only RUE1:|D | forwards the received data to DUE.
In comparison to OAFS, SAFS may achieve up to |S |−1 fold of complexity reduction,
but at the cost of reduced cooperative gains.
Algorithm 2: Two-hop D2D communications with SAFS.
1 F = {RUE1:|D |};
2 if |S |> 0 then
3 All RUEi ∈S resume their corresponding timers τi;
4 F+ =F ∪{RUE1:|S |};
5 if EEMF+ > EE
M
F then
6 F =F+;
7 RUE1:|S | transmits a notification symbol with power P
R,M
N ;
8 All RUEi ∈S \{RUE1:|S |} reset their timers;
9 end
10 end
11 SUE transmits data with power PID,1:|D |;
12 if |F |== 1 then
13 RUE1:|D | forwards data to DUE with power PIID,1:|D |;
14 else
15 RUE1:|D | and RUE1:|S | cooperatively beamform data towards DUE with powers
PIID,1:|D | and P
II
D,1:|S |, respectively;
16 end
5.2.3 Distributed Forwarding Mode Selection
RUE j ∈S joins forwarding set F when either RUEs in F are in outage or it improves
instantaneous EE, i.e.,
(
EEMF = 0
)∨(EEMF∪{RUE j} > EEMF) . (5.11)
RUE j ∈S possesses all necessary information to evaluate locally the first condition from
(5.11) using (5.8) and (5.9).
Due to the dependency of second condition in (5.11) on |D | and |S |, if EEMF > 0,
RUE j ∈S does not have all the information to decide autonomously whether to joinF or
remain silent. A central entity can be used to collect the first-hop CSI for all RUEs and then
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signal |D | and |S | to RUE j ∈S . However, this centralized solution would increase the
energy consumption and reduce SE.
Lemma 1
Independent on |D | and |S |, for EEMF > 0 and N known at RUEs, RUE j ∈S improves
instantaneous EE and hence can become part ofF if the associated energy saving for data
transmission is higher than the additional energy consumption for forwarding mode selection,
i.e.,
∆EMD > ∆E
M
S , (5.12)
where
∆EMS = E
M
S,F∪{RUE j}−EMS,F =
(
(N+1)PUEC +P
R,M
N
)
TS,
∆EMD = E
M
D,F −EMD,F∪{RUE j},
is fulfilled.
Proof. RUE j ∈S joins forwarding set only for the case that
∆EEM = EEMF∪{RUE j}−EEMF
=
RND
EMT +E
M
S,F∪{RUE j}+E
M
D,F∪{RUE j}
− RND
EMT +E
M
S,F +E
M
D,F
> 0. (5.13)
(5.13) is satisfied for
∆EMD = E
M
D,F −EMD,F∪{RUE j} > EMS,F∪{RUE j}−EMS,F = ∆EMS , (5.14)
where using (5.5) leads to
∆EMS =
(
(|S |+1)PUEC +PR,MN
)
TS. (5.15)
From (5.15), it can be seen that dependency on |D | is canceled out. Nevertheless, ∆EMS still
depends on |S |.
Using |S |+1≤ |D | ≤ N, upper bound of ∆EMS is given by
∆EMS ≤
(
(N+1)PUEC +P
R,M
N
)
TS = ∆EM,US (5.16)
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For ∆EMD >
(
(N+1)PUEC +P
R,M
N
)
TS and (5.16), it follows that ∆EMD > ∆EMS and (5.13) are
satisfied, i.e, EEMF∪{RUE j} > EE
M
F .
5.3 Analysis of Average Energy and Spectral Efficiency
In this section, the average EE and SE under the maximum transmit power constraint is
analyzed for OAFS, SAFS, direct D2D communications, and conventional cellular communi-
cations.
5.3.1 Two-Hop D2D Communications with the Proposed Adaptive For-
warding Strategies
Without loss of generality, it is assumed that sub-cluster setS is not empty, i.e., |S |> 0.
Average EE and SE for OAFS
The Average EE for OAFS is given by
E E A1 = E
{
max
|F |∈{1,...,|S |+1}
(
1− pMout(|F |)
)
EEMF (|F |)
}
, (5.17)
where pMout(|F |) = Pr
{
∑
RUEi∈F
gi < θth
}
is the outage probability in the second-hop of
two-hop D2D communications with OAFS. It is very difficult to obtain the exact expression
for the expectation in (5.17). Nevertheless, (5.17) can be lower bounded using the following
proposition.
Proposition 1
For given |S |> 0, a lower bound of the average EE for OAFS is given by
E E A1 ≥ E E LA1(|F |A1) =
(
1− pMout(|F |A1)
)
RND
EMT +E
M
S,F (|F |A1)+EMD,F (|F |A1)
, (5.18)
where |F |A1, EMS,F (|F |A1), and EMD,F (|F |A1), are the optimal number of selected RUEs,
average energy consumption for forwarding mode selection, and average energy consumed
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for data transmission, respectively, and are given by
|F |A1 = min
⌈√√√√ (2R−1)NDPN(
(2ND+ |S |+1)PUEC +PR,MN
)
g
⌉
, |S |+1
 , (5.19)
pMout(|F |A1)≈
|D |!
(|D |− |F |A1)!|F |A1!(
γ (|F |A1,θth/g)
(|F |A1−1)! +
|D |−|F |A1
∑
l=1
(−1)|F |A1+l−1(|D |− |F |A1)!
(|D |− |F |A1− l)!l!
( |F |A1
l
)|F |A1−1
(
|F |A1
|F |A1+ l
(
1− exp
(
−
(
1+
l
|F |A1
)
θth
g
)
−
|F |A1−2
∑
m=0
(
− l|F |A1
)m γ (m+1,θth/g)
m!
))
,
(5.20)
EMS,F (|F |A1) =
((
(NT +1)(|D |+1)+(|F |A1−1)(|S |+1)
)
PUEC +NTP
R,M
T
+(|F |A1−1)PR,MN −
(
2R−1
h
)
exp
(
θth
h
)
Ei
(
−θth
h
)
PN
)
TS, (5.21)
EMD,F (|F |A1)
=
(
2(|F |A1+1)PUEC −
(
2R−1)
h
exp
(
θth
h
)
Ei
(
−θth
h
)
PN+
(
2R−1) |D |!
(|D |− |F |A1)!|F |A1!g(
Γ(|F |A1−1,θth/g)
(|F |A1−1)! −
|D |−|F |A1
∑
l=1
(−1)|F |A1+l−1(|D |− |F |A1)!
(|D |− |F |A1− l)!l!
( |F |A1
l
)|F |A1−1
(
Ei
(
−
(
1+
l
|F |A1
)
θth
g
)
−Ei
(
−θth
g
)
+
|F |A1−2
∑
m=1
(
− l|F |A1
)m Γ(m,θth/g)
m!
))
(
1− |D |!
(|D |− |F |A1)!|F |A1!
(
γ (|F |A1,θth/g)
(|F |A1−1)! +
|D |−|F |A1
∑
l=1
(−1)|F |A1+l−1(|D |− |F |A1)!
(|D |− |F |A1− l)!l!( |F |A1
l
)|F |A1−1( |F |A1
|F |A1+ l
(
1− exp
(
−
(
1+
l
|F |A1
)
θth
g
))
−
|F |A1−2
∑
m=0
(
− l|F |A1
)m γ (m+1,θth/g)
m!
)))−1
PN
)
TD, (5.22)
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with Ei(x) =
∫ x
−∞ exp(t)/tdt, Γ(α,x) =
∫ ∞
x t
α−1 exp(−t)dt and γ(α,x) = ∫ x0 tα−1 exp(−t)dt
being the exponential integral function, the upper and lower incomplete gamma functions,
respectively [110].
Proof. By means of Jensen’s inequality E{ϕ(X)}≥ϕ (E{X}), where X is a random variable,
(5.17) can be lower bounded as follows
E E A1 ≥ E E LA1 = max|F |∈{1,...,|S |+1}E{
(
1− pMout(|F |)
)
EEMF (|F |)}
=
(
1− pMout(|F |A1)
)
E{EEMF (|F |A1)}, (5.23)
where
pMout(|F |A1)≈ Pr
{|F |A1
∑
k=1
gk:|D | < θth
}
=
θth∫
0
p|F |A1
∑
i=1
gi:|D |
(x)dx
=
|D |!
(|D |− |F |A1)!|F |A1!
(
1
g|F |A1 (|F |A1−1)!
θth∫
0
x|F |A1−1 exp
(
−x
g
)
dx
+
1
g
|D |−|F |A1
∑
l=1
(−1)l+|F |A1−1 (|D |− |F |A1)!
(|D |− |F |A1− l)!l!
( |F |A1
l
)|F |A1−1
( θth∫
0
exp
(
−
(
1+
l
|F |A1
)
x
g
)
dx−
|F |A1−2
∑
m=0
1
m!
(
− l|F |A1g
)m θth∫
0
xm exp
(
−x
g
)
dx
))
,
(5.24)
|F |A1 = argmax
|F |∈{1,...,|S |+1}
E{(1− pMout(|F |))EEMF (|F |)}, (5.25)
E{EEMF (|F |A1)} ≈
RND
EMT +E
M
S,F (|F |A1)+EMD,F (|F |A1)
. (5.26)
The average energy consumption for forwarding mode selection (EMS,F (.)) and data transmis-
sion (EMD,F (.)) are given by
EMS,F (|F |A1) =
((
(|D |+1)PUEC +PR,MT
)
NT +(|D |+1)PUEC +
(
2R−1)PN
E
{
1
h1
|h1 ≥ θth
}
+(|F |A1−1)
(
(|S |+1)PUEC +PR,MN
))
TS
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=
((
(|D |+1)PUEC +PR,MT
)
NT +(|D |+1)PUEC +
(
2R−1)PN ∞∫
θth
1
x
ph1(x)dx
1− θth∫
0
ph1(x)dx
−1+(|F |A1−1)((|S |+1)PUEC +PR,MN ))TS
=
((
(|D |+1)PUEC +PR,MT
)
NT +(|D |+1)PUEC +
(
2R−1)PN
 ∞∫
θth
1
hx
exp
(
−x
h
)
dx

1− θth∫
0
1
hx
exp
(
−x
h
)
dx
−1+(|F |A1−1)((|S |+1)PUEC +PR,MN ))TS, (5.27)
EMD,F (|F |A1) =
(
2(1+ |F |A1)PUEC +
(
2R−1)PNE{ 1
h1
|h1 ≥ θth
}
+E

(|F |A1
∑
i=1
gi:|D |
)−1
|
|F |A1
∑
i=1
gi:|D | ≥ θth

)TD
=
(
2(1+ |F |A1)PUEC +
(
2R−1)PN(
 ∞∫
θth
1
x
ph1(x)dx
1− θth∫
0
ph1(x)dx
−1
+
 ∞∫
θth
1
x
p|F |A1
∑
i=1
gi:|D |
(x)dx
1− θth∫
0
p|F |A1
∑
i=1
gi:|D |
(x)dx
−1))TD (5.28)
Evaluations of integrals in (5.24), (5.27) and (5.28) lead to (5.20), (5.21) and (5.22),
respectively.
In the next step |F |A1 is calculated. Assuming very low outage probability, i.e., pMout(|F |)≈
0 due to cooperative diversity gains [21], conditional expectations can be replaced by uncon-
ditional ones (see Section 3.3). The optimization problem in (5.25) is equivalent to
|F |A1 = argmin
|F |∈{1,...,|S |+1}
(
EMS,F (|F |)+EMD,F (|F |)
)
. (5.29)
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Using E

(
|F |
∑
i=1
gi:|D |
)−1 ≈ E

(
|F |
∑
i=1
gi
)−1, EMD,F (|F |) can be approximated as
follows
EMD,F (|F |)≈
(
2(1+ |F |)PUEC +
(
2R−1)PN(E{g−11:|D |}+E
{( |F |
∑
i=1
gi
)−1}))
TD
≈
(
2(1+ |F |)PUEC +
(
2R−1)PN (E{g−11:|D |}+(|F |g)−1)
)
TD. (5.30)
In order to evaluate (5.29), the first derivative of the overall energy consumption needs to
satisfy
d
d|F |
(
EMS,F (|F |)+EMD,F (|F |)
)
= 0, (5.31)
where EMS,F (|F |) and EMD,F (|F |) are given by (5.27) and (5.30), respectively. Performing
the derivation of (5.31) over |F | and 1≤ |F |A1 ≤ |S |+1 lead to (5.19).
The average SE for OAFS is given by
SE A1 ≈ 12
(
1− pMout(|F |A1)
) R
B
TD
TD+T
M
O,F (|F |A1)
, (5.32)
where following [109] the average time consumed for overhead when |F |A1 RUEs are
selected, is given by
TMO,F (|F |A1)≈ (3NT + |F |A1)TS−λ
|D |!
g(|F |A1−1)!
|D |−|F |A1
∑
i=0
(−1)i
(|D |− |F |A1− i)!i!
∫ ∞
0
exp(−(i+ |F |A1)x)
x
dx, (5.33)
Average EE and SE for SAFS
In SAFS, at most two RUEs are selected to forward the data from SUE to DUE.
Using Proposition 1, a lower bound of the average EE for SAFS can be calculated as
follows
E E A2 ≥ E E LA1 (|F |A2) , (5.34)
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where
|F |A2 = argmax
|F |=1,2
(
E E LA1 (|F |)
)
. (5.35)
The average SE for SAFS is given by
SE A2 ≈ 12
(
1− pMout(|F |A2)
) R
B
TD
TD+T
M
O,F (|F |A2)
. (5.36)
5.3.2 Direct D2D Communications
In direct D2D communications, SUE directly transmits data to DUE. First, SUE transmits
NT training symbols to DUE with the power
PS,DT =
1−2R
h0 ln(1−δout)
PN , h0 = 1/
(
PLDd
ξd
SD
)
. (5.37)
The energy consumption for training can be calculated as
EDT =
(
2PUEC +P
S,D
T
)
NTTS, (5.38)
Then, DUE performs channel estimation and uses NFB symbols to feed back CSI to SUE
with power PD,DFB =
(
2R−1)PN/h0.
The energy consumption for the CSI feedback is given by
EDFB =
(
2PUEC +P
D,D
FB
)
NFBTS =
(
2PUEC +
(
2R−1
h0
)
PN
)
NFBTS, (5.39)
After reception of CSI, SUE is able to adapt its data transmission power to the mini-
mum level required to support target rate R, PS,DD = P
D,D
FB , leading to the following energy
consumption for data transmission:
EDD =
(
2PUEC +P
S,D
D
)
TD =
(
2PUEC +
(
2R−1
h0
)
PN
)
TD,
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The average EE and SE for direct D2D communications are given respectively by
E E D ≈ (1− pDout)
RND
EDT +E
D
FB+E
D
D
, (5.40)
SE D = (1− pDout)
R
B
TD
TD+TDO
, (5.41)
where pDout is the outage probability, i.e., the probability that the direct D2D link cannot
support target rate R with maximum transmission power PUEMAX , and is given by
pDout = Pr{h0 < θth}=
θth∫
0
1
h0
exp
(
− x
h0
)
dx= 1− exp
(
−θth
h0
)
; (5.42)
EDFB and E
D
D are the average energy consumptions for CSI feedback and for data transmission,
respectively, and can be calculated as follows
EDFB =
(
2PUEC −
(
2R−1)PNE{ 1h0 |h0 ≥ θth
})
NFBTS =
(
2PUEC −
(
2R−1)PN ∞∫
θth
1
h0x
exp
(
− x
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)
dx
1− θth∫
0
1
h0
exp
(
− x
h0
)
dx
−1)NFBTS
=
(
2PUEC −
(
2R−1
h0
)
exp
(
θth
h0
)
Ei
(
−θth
h0
)
PN
)
NFBTS, (5.43)
EDD =
(
2PUEC −
(
2R−1)PNE{ 1h0 |h0 ≥ θth
})
NFBTS =
(
2PUEC −
(
2R−1)PN ∞∫
θth
1
h0x
exp
(
− x
h0
)
dx
1− θth∫
0
1
h0
exp
(
− x
h0
)
dx
−1)TD
=
(
2PUEC −
(
2R−1
h0
)
exp
(
θth
h0
)
Ei
(
−θth
h0
)
PN
)
TD; (5.44)
and TDO = (NT +NFB)TS is the overhead time consumption for direct D2D communications.
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5.3.3 Cellular Communications
In conventional cellular communications, SUE transmits data to DUE via the BS. Prior to
data transmission, NT training symbols are broadcast from the BS to enable SUE and DUE
to estimate their channels to the BS.
The training broadcasting energy for reaching both SUE and DUE is given by
ECT =
(
PBSC +2P
UE
C +max
{
PS,CT ,P
D,C
T
})
NTTS, (5.45)
where,
PS,CT =
1−2R
hB ln(1−δout)
PN , hB = 1/
(
PLCd
ξc
SB
)
, (5.46)
PD,CT =
1−2R
gB ln(1−δout)
PN , gB = 1/
(
PLCd
ξc
BD
)
, (5.47)
PS,CT and P
D,C
T are the required training transmit power levels from BS to SUE and from BS
to DUE, respectively, to satisfy target rate R with outage probability δout ; hB and gB are the
mean channel power gains from SUE to BS and from BS to DUE, respectively; PLC is a path
loss constant for cellular communications and ξc is the corresponding path loss exponent;
dSB and dBD denote the distances from SUE to BS and from BS to DUE, respectively.
Once DUE has estimated its channel to the BS, it feeds back the estimated CSI to
BS using NFB symbols with the minimum transmission power that supports target rate R,
PD,CFB =
(
2R−1)PN/gB.
The energy consumption for the CSI feedback is given by
ECFB =
(
PUEC +P
BS
C +P
D,C
FB
)
NFBTS =
(
PUEC +P
BS
C +
(
2R−1
gB
)
PN
)
NFBTS, (5.48)
During data transmission, SUE transmits data to BS with the adaptive power, PS,CD =(
2R−1)PN/hB. BS forwards the received data to DUE with transmission power PBSD =(
2R−1)PN/gB.
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The overall energy consumption for the data transmission can be calculated as follows
ECD =
(
2
(
PBSC +P
UE
C
)
+PS,CD +P
BS
D
)
TD (5.49)
=
(
2
(
PBSC +P
UE
C
)
+
(
2R−1)( 1
hB
+
1
gB
)
PN
)
TD, (5.50)
The average EE and SE for cellular communications are given respectively by
E EC ≈ (1− pC,Iout)(1− pC,IIout )
RND
ECT +E
C
FB+E
C
D
, (5.51)
SEC =
1
2
(1− pC,Iout)(1− pC,IIout )
R
B
TD
TD+TCO
, (5.52)
where TCO = (NT +NFB)TS denotes the overhead time consumption for cellular communica-
tions; The factor 1/2 in (5.52) is due to the two-hop half-duplex transmissions. pC,Iout and p
C,II
out
are the outage probabilities for the uplink and downlink transmissions, respectively, and can
be calculated as follows
pC,Iout = Pr{hB < θth}=
θth∫
0
1
hB
exp
(
− x
hB
)
dx= 1− exp(−θth/hB) , (5.53)
pC,IIout = Pr{gB < θth}=
θth∫
0
1
gB
exp
(
− x
gB
)
dx= 1− exp(−θth/gB) ; (5.54)
and the average energy consumptions for CSI feedback (ECFB) and for data transmission (E
C
D)
are given by
ECFB =
(
PUEC +P
BS
C −
(
2R−1)PNE{ 1gB |gB ≥ θth
})
NFBTS =
(
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(
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)
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(
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)
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)
NFBTS, (5.55)
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TD. (5.56)
5.4 Simulation Results
The performance of the proposed adaptive forwarding strategies for two-hop D2D communi-
cations and the accuracy of the theoretical analysis are evaluated through simulation. Main
system parameters are listed in Table 5.1. During training, NT = 1 symbol is transmitted
with the power to satisfy the target rate R with outage probability δout = 0.1. A 64-QAM
modulation (R= 6) and data packet length of ND = 200 symbols are considered. DUE uses
NFB = 2 symbols to feedback CSI to BS and to SUE. The radius of main-cluster D is set to
r = 5m.
Table 5.1 System parameters
Bandwidth, B 10 MHz
Noise power spectral density, N0 -174 dBm/Hz
Maximum BS Tx power, PBSMAX 43 dBm
Maximum UE Tx power, PUEMAX 23 dBm
BS circuit power, PBSC 10 W
UE circuit power, PUEC 100 mW
Path-loss for cellular communications 128.1 + 37.6log10[d(km)] dB
Path-loss for D2D communications 148 + 40log10[d(km)] dB
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Fig. 5.3(a) plots the average EE versus dSR for the proposed adaptive forwarding strategies,
conventional cellular communications, direct D2D communications, BRF [35], and CRB
[115] with the optimal number of RUEs, for dSD = 200m and dSB = dBD = 250m. Both the
simulation and theoretical results are shown. It can be seen that the theoretical lower bounds
of average EE for OAFS and SAFS are reasonably tight, while for the other considered
communication modes the theoretical results closely match the simulation results. OAFS
exhibits the highest average EE when the cooperating RUEs are located closer to SUE. This
is because OAFS selects optimally between BRF and CRB. For OAFS, SAFS, BRF and CRB,
the average EE initially increases with increasing dSR due to the reduction of transmission
power and outage probability in the second-hop; after reaching the maximum, the average
EE decreases because the energy consumption in the first hop dominates the overall energy
consumption and increases with increasing dSR. For dSR ≥ 80m, SAFS achieves almost the
same average EE as OAFS. Cellular communications is more energy-efficient than direct
D2D communications due to lower path-loss resulting in lower transmission power required
to satisfy target rate R and lower outage probability.
Fig. 5.3(b) plots the average SE versus dSR. It can be observed that OAFS and SAFS
are also more spectral-efficient than BRF for RUEs located closer to SUE. The average SE
for OAFS, SAFS, BRF and CRB first increases with increasing dSR due to the reduction
of outage probability in the second-hop and then at certain dSR it saturates as no further
noticeable reduction of outage probability can be achieved. CRB saturates to the lowest
average SE as it needs more overhead that lowers its SE. Cellular communications show
the highest average SE for dSR ≤ 40m due to the smaller path-loss compared to D2D links
resulting in a lower outage probability.
Fig. 5.4(a) plots the average EE versus sub-cluster size |S | for OAFS, SAFS, BRF and
CRB, for dSD = 150m. For OAFS and SAFS, the performance under the ideal case, where
each RUE knows |D | and |S | is also shown. It can be seen that for more realistic cases, where
|D | and |S | are unknown to RUEs, OAFS and SAFS using distributed forwarding mode
selection proposed in Section 5.2.3, perform closely to the corresponding ideal cases. With
increasing |S |, the average EE of OAFS, SAFS and CRB increases due to increasing diversity
gains. OAFS outperforms all the other forwarding strategies under comparison. SAFS
achieves slightly lower average EE than OAFS. Especially for large |S |, the computational
complexity of OAFS may be high, making SAFS the preferred forwarding strategy. CRB
exhibits the lowest average EE as it performs cooperative beamforming without evaluating
whether it improves the instantaneous EE as compared to BRF or not.
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Theoretical analysis: 
Simulation: 
Cellular comm. 
Direct D2D comm. 
OAFS 
CRB 
BRF 
SAFS 
(a) Average energy efficiency
Theoretical analysis: 
Simulation: 
Cellular comm. 
Direct D2D comm. 
OAFS 
CRB 
BRF 
SAFS 
(b) Average spectral efficiency
Fig. 5.3 Average energy and spectral efficiency versus cooperating RUE to SUE distance
(dSR) for the proposed forwarding strategies and different communication modes with dSD =
200m,dSB = dBD = 250m, |D |= 5, and |S |= 4.
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(a) Average energy efficiency
(b) Average spectral efficiency
Fig. 5.4 Average energy and spectral efficiency comparison between the proposed forwarding
strategies, BRF and CRB for different sub-cluster size (|S |) with dSD = 150m,dSR = 0.2dSD,
and |D |= 6.
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The average SE of OAFS, SAFS, BRF and CRB versus sub-cluster size |S | for dSD =
150m is depicted in Fig. 5.4(b). With increasing |S |, the average SE of these forwarding
strategies increases because of higher diversity gains that lower outage probability. For
|S | ≥ 2, different from Fig. 5.4(a), CRB is more spectral efficient than BRF. This is because
the overhead has a much less impact on SE than on EE and recruiting more than one RUE
for forwarding data to DUE reduces outage probability due to cooperative gains.
Fig. 5.5(a) plots the average EE versus main-cluster size |D | for |S | = 2. For all
considered forwarding strategies, increasing |D | leads to higher average EE due to higher
diversity gains. It can be seen that the average EE of the proposed forwarding strategies and
CRB saturate at lower values of |D | than BRF. The reason for this is that with increasing
|D |, the proposed forwarding strategies and CRB need more overhead, which starting from
a certain |D | compensate the diversity gains. OAFS and SAFS are more energy-efficient
than CRB and BRF independent of |D | (3≤ |D | ≤ 10). SAFS performs almost as good as
OAFS at much lower computation complexity. CRB shows higher average EE than BRF for
3≤ |D |< 5, due to cooperative gains that reduce transmission power and outage probability.
For |D | > 5, BRF outperforms CRB due to weaker dependency of its overhead energy
consumption on |D |.
Fig. 5.5(b) shows the average SE versus |D | for |S |= 2. Due to the same reasons as
for 5.5(a), average SE of the considered forwarding strategies increases with increasing |D |
and saturate at different values of |D |. The performance gap between SAFS and OAFS is
practically negligible.
Fig. 5.6(a) plots the average EE versus dSD for dSB = dBD = 300m. For dSD < 85m,
direct D2D communications exhibit the highest average EE because of the lowest circuit
energy consumption that dominates the overall energy consumption for short SUE to DUE
distances. For higher dSD, the proposed forwarding strategies and BRF outperform direct
D2D communications due to lower outage probability and reduced transmission power.
Furthermore, OAFS and SAFS are more energy-efficient than BRF for dSD ≥ 125m. For
dSD < 150m CRB is less energy-efficient than BRF as its circuit energy consumption is
higher because it recruits at least two RUEs for cooperative beamforming. CRB outperforms
BRF for dSD > 150m, as it has lower outage probability and transmission power due to
cooperative gains. Direct cellular communications shows low average EE due to high outage
probability and high transmission power.
Fig. 5.6(b) plots average SE versus dSD. It can be observed that direct D2D communi-
cations is the most spectral-efficient mode for dSD < 100m as the other modes suffer from
spectral-loss of 1/2 due to half-duplex forwarding and need more overhead. For dSD > 100m,
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(a) Average energy efficiency
(b) Average spectral efficiency
Fig. 5.5 Average energy and spectral efficiency comparison between the proposed forwarding
strategies, BRF and CRB for different main-cluster size (|D |) with dSD = 150m,dSR =
0.2dSD, and |S |= 2.
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(a) Average energy efficiency
(b) Average spectral efficiency
Fig. 5.6 Average energy and spectral efficiency versus SUE to DUE distance (dSD) for
the proposed forwarding strategies and different communication modes with dSB = dBD =
300m,dSR = 0.2dSD, |D |= 5, and |S |= 4.
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(a) Average energy efficiency
(b) Average spectral efficiency
Fig. 5.7 Average energy and spectral efficiency versus SUE or DUE to BS distance (dSB
or dBD) for the proposed forwarding strategies and different communication modes with
dSD = 150m,dSR = 0.2dSD, |D |= 5, and |S |= 4.
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the proposed forwarding strategies, BRF and CRB outperform direct D2D communications,
which for dSD > 135m is even less spectral-efficient than cellular communications.
Fig. 5.7(a) presents average EE versus dSB or dBD, where dSB= dBD [11] and dSD= 150m.
It can be seen that the proposed forwarding strategies achieve significantly higher average
EE than other communication modes under comparison. Cellular communication shows
slightly higher EE than direct D2D communications for dSB = dBD < 110m. The average EE
of cellular communications decreases with increasing dSB = dBD and falls below the average
EE of direct D2D communications for dSB = dBD > 110m.
Fig. 5.7(b) plots the average SE versus dSB or dBD for dSD = 150m. It can be observed
that for dSB = dBD < 150m cellular communications exhibit higher average SE than OAFS
as it needs less overhead and has lower outage probability. With increasing dSB or dBD
average SE of cellular communications decrease due to increasing outage probability and
for dSB = dBD > 350m becomes lower than for direct D2D communications. For dSB or
dBD > 150m, OAFS is more spectral-efficient than cellular communications and becomes
the most spectral-efficient among all communication modes under comparison.
5.5 Summary
In this Chapter, an energy- and spectral-efficient optimal adaptive forwarding strategy (OAFS)
for two-hop D2D communications is proposed where RUEs dynamically and in distributed
way choose between BRF and CRB with optimal number of RUEs depending on which of
them provides the higher instantaneous EE. In order to reduce computational complexity, a
low-complexity sub-optimal adaptive forwarding strategy (SAFS) is proposed that selects
between BRF and CRB with two RUEs. The average energy-and spectral-efficiency for the
proposed forwarding strategies under maximum transmission power constraint is analyzed,
considering circuit power consumption and the overhead for obtaining CSI, forwarding mode
selection, and cooperative beamforming. The theoretical and simulation results have shown
that the proposed OAFS and SAFS are more energy-and spectral-efficient than BRF, CRB,
direct D2D communications, and conventional cellular communications. Moreover, the
performance of SAFS is close to that of OAFS for short to moderate SUE to DUE distances.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Works
This Chapter concludes the thesis and gives some potential future research directions.
6.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, the energy efficiency (EE) of overhead-aware cooperative communication under
realistic conditions considering maximum transmission power constraint and the overhead
to acquire channel state information (CSI), select best relays and perform cooperative
beamforming, has been studied.
First, for the typical case that not all relays are able to overhear each other’s transmissions,
an energy-efficient cooperative relaying scheme with low overhead is proposed. In this
scheme, a subset of best relays that beamform the received data towards the destination
is selected in a proactive way through local timers at relays. For the proposed scheme
a closed form approximate expressions for the average EE and optimal relay location are
provided. Theoretical and simulation results have indicated that the proposed scheme exhibits
significantly higher EE and requires much less overhead than a state-of-the art overhead-
aware cooperative relaying scheme. Furthermore, for relays located in the vicinity of source
the proposed scheme is more energy-efficient than best relay selection, all relay selection,
and direct transmission.
Then, EE of cooperative communications with clustered and location-aware relays is
investigated, where relays can overhear the transmission and know the location of each other.
An energy-efficient and overhead-aware cooperative beamforming scheme is proposed, where
selected relays can calculate optimal beamforming weights without the involvement of the
destination through overhearing the transmissions of other selected relays and using location
awareness as well as timer based relay selection. In order to avoid collisions between relay
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transmissions during best relays selection, a distributed protection mechanism is proposed,
where selected relays include proper guard intervals prior to their transmissions. An optimal
number of relays and their optimal location that maximize EE of the proposed scheme have
been identified. The proposed scheme is more energy-efficient than an existing cooperative
relaying scheme, best relay selection, all relay selection and direct transmission.
Finally, EE and SE of overhead-aware two-hop D2D communications considering maxi-
mum transmit power constraint and constant circuit power consumption is studied. A new
energy and spectral efficient optimal adaptive forwarding strategy (OAFS) is proposed that
dynamically and in distributed manner switches between best relay forwarding (BRF) and
cooperative relay beamforming (CRB) with an optimal number of relay user equipments
(RUEs) depending on which of them has higher instantaneous EE. In order to reduce com-
putation complexity, a low-complexity sub-optimal adaptive forwarding strategy (SAFS) is
proposed that selects between BRF and CRB with two RUEs based on the instantaneous
EE. Average EE and SE of the proposed forwarding strategies taking account of the related
overhead for obtaining CSI, forwarding mode selection and cooperative beamforming are
analysed theoretically. The analytical and simulation results indicated that the proposed
forwarding strategies exhibit higher EE and SE than BRF, CRB with an optimal number
of RUEs, direct D2D communications and cellular communications. For short to moderate
source UE to destination UE distances, SAFS is nearly as energy and spectral efficient as
OAFS.
6.2 Future Works
This thesis could be extended in various directions. Some of the potential research directions
for future works are summarized in the following.
6.2.1 Two-Way Cooperative Communications
The proposed energy-efficient cooperative relaying schemes in this thesis utilize half-duplex
(HD) decode-and-forward (DF) relays that incur a 1/2 SE loss [7].
Two-way relaying can compensate for SE loss [116]. In the first time slot, UE1 and UE2
transmit their symbols to the DF relay that decodes the received symbols from both UEs.
In the next time slot, the DF relay broadcasts the weighted sum of the decoded symbols.
Since UE1 and UE2 know their transmitted symbols, self-interference is cancelled at each
UE before decoding the transmitted symbols from the other UE.
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The EE of two-way relaying has been considered in various works [11][117]-[122].
Nevertheless, the related overhead is usually neglected. Therefore, extending the works in
Chapters 3-5 to two-way relaying would be interesting topics for future research.
6.2.2 Radio Frequency (RF) Energy Harvesting Cooperative Relaying
In this thesis, it is assumed that relays have infinite energy buffers and hence relay selection
criteria is solely based on channel conditions. In the reality, relays are battery-operated
and have limited energy buffers that need to be taken into account during relay selection
procedure. Furthermore, recharging or replacing batteries may be very costly.
To this end, energy harvesting has gained a lot of attention recently [123]-[125]. In
addition to the typical energy harvesting approaches based on solar, wind, vibration, ther-
moelectric effects, and so forth, harvesting energy from radio frequency (RF) signals is
considered as a new promising solution [126]. Motivation comes from the fact that RF
signals transmit simultaneously information and power that can be used at relays to fill
their energy buffers. Cooperative communications that harvest energy from RF signal are
widely studied [126]-[130]. However, most of the works investigated throughput or outage
probability.
EE of cooperative relaying with RF energy harvesting has rarely been considered
[131][132]. Thus, introducing relays with RF energy harvesting capabilities in the pro-
posed cooperative relaying schemes would be interesting topics for future research.
6.2.3 Two-Hop D2D Communications Underlying Cellular Networks
In Chapter 5, EE and SE of overhead-aware two-hop D2D communications overlaying
cellular networks were investigated. In this case, there exists no interference between D2D
UEs and cellular UEs as they use orthogonal channel resources.
The proposed optimal forwarding strategy in Chapter 5 reduces the transmission power
and hence generates less interference. A natural extension is to analyse its performance for
two-hop D2D communications underlying cellular networks, where interference between
D2D UEs and cellular UEs may occur.
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Appendix A
A.1 Optimal Relay Transmission Power for Cooperative
Beamforming
The received signal at destination for K transmitting relays with weights w1, . . . ,wK is given
by
yd =
(
K
∑
i=1
fiwi
)
s+nd, (A.1)
where fi, s, and nd are channel gain between relay i and destination, transmitted signal
with E{|s|2} = 1, and noise at destination, respectively. In order to find the optimal relay
transmission power, the following constrained optimization problem needs to be solved
min
K
∑
i=1
|wi|2
s.t.∣∣∑Ki=1 fiwi∣∣2
N0B
≥ 2R−1. (A.2)
Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality∣∣∣∣∣ K∑i=1 fiwi
∣∣∣∣∣
2
≤
K
∑
j=1
| f j|2
K
∑
i=1
|wi|2, (A.3)
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where for wi = c f ∗i , c being complex number, (A.3) holds with equality and for the optimiza-
tion problem in (A.2) follows
min
K
∑
i=1
|wi|2
s.t.
∑Kj=1 | f j|2∑Ki=1 |wi|2
N0B
≥ 2R−1. (A.4)
Applying KKT conditions [112] to (A.4) yields
2|wi|−2λ |wi|
K
∑
j=1
| f j|2 = 0 (A.5)
λ
(
K
∑
j=1
| f j|2
K
∑
i=1
|wi|2−N0B
(
2R−1))= 0. (A.6)
Since λ > 0, (A.6) is only satisfied for
K
∑
j=1
| f j|2
K
∑
i=1
|wi|2−N0B
(
2R−1)= 0. (A.7)
Using wi = c f ∗i in (A.7) leads to
|c|=
√
N0B(2R−1)
∑Kj=1 | f j|2
. (A.8)
It follows then for the optimal transmission power for relay i
PiCB = |wi|2 = N0B
(
2R−1) | fi|2(
∑Kj=1 | f j|2
)2 = N0B(2R−1)
(
1
| fi|
K
∑
j=1
| f j|2
)−2
. (A.9)
For gi:M = | fi|2, (A.9) yields to (3.17).
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A.2 Partial Fraction for Simple Roots
For simple roots holds [110]
φ(s)
f (s)
=
A1
s−a1 +
A2
s−a2 + . . .+
AM
s−aM , (A.10)
where
Ak =
φ(ak)
f ′(ak)
, f (s) =
M
∏
i=1
(s−ai), f ′(ak) =
M
∏
i=1
i ̸=k
(ak−ai), φ(s) = 1, (A.11)
1
f (s)
=
M
∑
k=1
Ak
s−ak =
M
∑
k=1

 M∏
i=1
i ̸=k
(ak−ai)
(s−ak)

−1
. (A.12)

